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Not only do we preview the
International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™, but we
preview its host city, Baltimore.
See page 46
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by Casey Flores

Top Ways To Be On Top

T

hough this is the second-annual Buildings in New England.’ Sonny
WINDOW FILM Magazine Top personally squeegeed all 10,344 winDealers edition, it’s my first dows at the Hancock tower, and he
one. My editorial director once said, was known as ‘Mr. Squeegee’ by
“As journalists, we pride ourselves on Madico at that time,” says George
our professional expertise and we Fisher, Sonny’s brother who now
also are proud of the knowlruns the company.
edge we will gain, from coverThe job has been a source of
ing this industry.”
revenue for Sonny’s ever since.
Through chronicling what it
“We go there all the time. In
takes to be a WINDOW FILM
the next two weeks we’re redoMagazine Dealer on the Rise,
ing a whole floor of the building
I’ve amassed a wealth of busiso we’re always there working.
ness knowledge, though some has We do probably two or three floors a
been contradictory.
year,” says George.
Some film shops advertise. Others
By having been in business so long,
don’t. And some are cautious of the Sonny’s is often the go-to tint compacompetition while others aren’t so ny for the greater Boston area.
much.
“Because it’s not hot weather, it’s
Take, for example, Sonny’s Glass harder to have competition … for the
Tinting in Saugus, Mass., who just most part it’s harder for others to start
missed our list. Sonny Fisher was
up here but because we started a long
one of the first people to install
time ago … the contractors call us
Madico Window Films and has
because they know us,” George says.
been in the industry more than
Others have been afraid that once
40 years.
we publish their secrets, the comAccording to his company
petition would pounce.
website, Sonny traveled
“Once these things go out,
throughout the United States
everyone in the [market] is going
installing Madico films and
to set their targets on … us …
helped create a dealer netthat’s normal, that’s what I’d
work by teaching others
do,” said one top dealer. And yet
how to install window film.
he shared.
Because of his experience,
So inside this issue (see page
Sonny was quickly on top.
34) are the top ways a few com“In the late 70s and
panies have become
early 80s we installed film
Dealers on the Rise. Did
on 13 highrise buildings
they miss anything?
in New York City… We
Are you trying anyfilmed all the exterior
thing out of the ordiwindows in both the
nary that is helping
Prudential Tower and
expand your business?
If so, and you’d like to
the John Hancock Tower
share, email me at cfloin Boston … We are the John Hancock Tower,
WF
res@glass.com.
‘Tinters of the Tallest Boston, Mass.
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by Manny Hondroulis

Technology for Small Businesses

I

t’s no secret that, as time passes,
different technologies become
more widespread and cost-effective. It used to be that only large
corporations could afford certain
marvels such as fax machines,
scanners and high speed internet.
So much has changed in 20 years
that what was once out of reach is
now available in the most remote
parts of the world.
As I look at my own organization,
I contemplate what tools each
employee and the office itself need
to be more effective. Here is a list
of technologies that I believe are
essential yet are affordable to the
average window film dealer.

High Speed Internet

Dump the DSL and upgrade to
cable or fiber optic internet service.
Providers like Comcast, Verizon and
Google bring high speed internet to
your office in a very cost-effective
way. Deciding on a plan really
depends on your online behavior. If
all you do is check email and casually surf the web, you most likely
can make due with one of the less
expensive plans. If you also upload
photos, stream videos, and have
multiple devices accessing the
internet at once, consider one of
the faster plans. Keep in mind that
connecting your device via Wi-Fi
and not through an Ethernet cable
can slow down your performance.
You can check your current internet
speed by visiting a website such as
www.speedtest.net. Even if you
already have cable or fiber optic,
you may not realize how slow your
connection really is compared to
what else is available.
6
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“Dump the DSL and upgrade to cable or fiber
optic internet service. Providers like Comcast,
Verizon and Google bring high speed internet
to your office in a very cost-effective way.”

High Definition TV Monitor

Have your employees ever gathered around one person’s small
computer screen to see something?
Ever tried to make a presentation
from a small monitor? Consider
purchasing a high definition TV
monitor and mount it to the wall (a
conference room works best). You
can not only watch TV, which may
not be too productive while working, but you can also hook up your
PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone to
it and broadcast to the audience in
the room. It’s much easier than
huddling around one person’s monitor and makes sense if you’re inviting architects to your office for
product presentations. Consumer
Reports is a trustworthy source for
choosing a great HDTV. Make sure
that whatever you choose has the
correct audio and video inputs to
ensure connectivity.

Tablet

I’m an iPad fan, plain and simple.
I really wouldn’t know what to do
without it. I find myself using my
iPad more than any other device. I
use it to check email, surf the web,
and make mobile presentations
when in a prospect’s or customer’s
office. It’s so versatile and much
easier to use than a smartphone
because of its size. If you’re not an
Apple fan, you should know that
Samsung’s Galaxy line of tablets,

>I

which run Google’s Android OS,
seem to earn high marks in
Consumer Reports. You will need WiFi or a data plan using carriers like
Verizon Wireless and AT&T to have
online access. Consider arming all
of your salespeople with a tablet.

Laptop

I just described how important
my iPad is but truth be told, I still
need a laptop. I prefer using a lightweight but fast laptop so that I can
maintain mobility without sacrificing performance. This combination
eliminates the requirement to have
a desktop PC. In fact, I haven’t had
a desktop since 2002. While my
tablet and smartphone run iOS, my
laptop is Windows-based. I need a
Windows-based machine for two
simple reasons: to run my company’s accounting software; and to run
EFILM Energy Analysis. The compatibility between my laptop and my
iOS mobile devices isn’t the greatest
but it is still quite manageable.
These are just a few ideas of
affordable technologies to help
your office run more effectively and
efficiently. Be sure to do your
research before making any purchase, especially since technology
changes and what might be modern
today is a dinosaur tomorrow. WF
Manny Hondroulis is vice president for
Energy Products Distribution in Baltimore.
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by Mike Feldman

Tintin’ Challenges

I

t’s not all luxury homes and
condos that need window
tinting.
Here in tropical Florida we get
calls every so often from folks who
live in trailers (aka double-wides.)
I’ll try to be politically correct here
by pointing out that these potential
clients all seem like very nice people
and are usually long in years.
Pleased with my marketing
efforts to drive business of all
types and armed with my trusty
tape measurer and sample book
filled with the best window film
money can buy, I headed out for an
estimate for a double-wide out in
Lakeland.
For you non-Florida folks,
Lakeland is situated in the no
man’s land between Orlando and
Tampa. This “town” is best seen
from a car window zipping down
I-4 at 75 mph.
This is the land for once hardworking retirees who now spend
their golden years living inside a glorified tin box. Heading toward their
neighborhood, the homes get smaller and the roads narrow. The turnoff for the trailer park is poorly identified with my GPS telling me to
“make a U-turn when possible.” I
finally arrive at my destination.
Their trailer was singled out with
a spinning windmill stuck in a gravel
rock pile front yard.
I’m on time and politely knock on
the door (no doorbell in sight!).
Angry dogs bark like I’m a thief in
the night; the trailer owner shouts
at the dogs with a few curse words
and in a few seconds the door
swings open and a husky gent smoking a cigarette, greets me.

10
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Feldman says his marketing efforts have helped drive business of all types,
including tinting mobile homes.
I’m overpowered with the smell of
dogs and something else which I am
confident isn’t a bowl of gardenias.
The lady of the house is sitting in
the TV room and makes no effort to
welcome me. I seem to detect eye
movement as she watches a quiz
show on a Hi Def TV twice as big as
anything in my house.
The husband explains their need.
He wants something that will stop
the heat and give them privacy. He
wants to coat windows in the
hottest room and, even though the
other room is only separated by
hanging beads; I get the message
and show them the darkest, shiniest
window tinting known to man or
beast.
The wife suddenly turns away
from the TV and asks me how much
this magical cure will cost her? I
explain that I have to measure to figure out the amount of glass we will
cover.
She tells me to “watch my step”
because their dogs don’t go out to
“do their business” but rather have

>I

been assigned their own designated
room to do so! Seriously. So I tell
them it might just be easier to measure from the outside.
I provide my estimate as they tell
me that two more window tint companies are coming to give estimates
after me.
I tell them they should choose
whomever they think is giving them
the best value and that my guys will
wear booties when they install
which we usually wear to protect
the client’s carpets, etc. but this
time we would to protect my
installers’ shoes!
I waved goodbye and left.
They chose another window tint
company that sold them a dark
shiny film twice as expensive as my
quote. When I asked why they told
me that the other fella told them the
shiny film wasn’t shiny and they
believed him.
WF
Watch your step …
Mike Feldman is the president of Advanced
Film Solutions in New Port Richey, Fla.
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International Window Film
Conference & Tint-Off
October 7–9, 2014
Baltimore, MD
Visit us at Booth #319

SEMA Show

November 4–7, 2014 r Las Vegas, NV
Visit us at Booths #12965 and #13061 (North Hall)
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by Donna Wells

H

Steps to Greater Sales

ello WINDOW FILM Magazine
readers! It is fall and the following trade shows are upon
us—International Window Film
Conference and Tint-OffTM (WFCT)
and the Specialty Equipment Market
Association Show (SEMA). If you see
me there, please do not be shy—say
hello. I enjoy meeting everyone and
it is always nice to receive feedback
about my columns. More importantly, let me know
what I can write about
to help you build your
business, which leads
me to my current topic.
I recently spoke with
two separate business
owners. Both mentioned they were interested in
building their commercial retail
business. If you are considering
entering this market, here is some
food for thought on how to do it.
First, decide what the commercial
retail market means to you. To
some, it consists of hundreds of
locations across the U.S. To others,
it might be 50 locations across your
region. Once you have decided on
the retailer and the size of the market, visit several locations and talk
to the in-house personnel. Are they
familiar with window film? Do they
understand how the product could
assist them with their store issues?
Ask who the best contact person is.
For some, it might be the facilities

manager in the corporate office and
for others, it could be the sales/marketing manager within the store.
Every organization operates differently. Don’t go spinning your
wheels; do some legwork. Once, I
was working with a facility manager
on a particular retail project and discovered that someone else within
my organization was working with
the security manager concerning

you are not selling the manufacturer/brand that is specified, do not
panic! Show the management team
your comparison product and offer
to install a sample for approval. Mall
managers are usually open to suggestions, especially if you are showing them a like product. If they do
not have a mall policy in place, take
this as an added opportunity. Meet
with mall management and ask them
to specify your product as
the go-to product. You
might end up with an
additional client that you
were not expecting.
Finally, once the product is specified and the
start date is set, do yourself a favor and discuss payment
options upfront. Do not put off discussing deposits, purchase orders
and payment terms. This is where
many companies fall short, by not
getting the details in place. This can
lead to a financial struggle for your
company. I suggest you receive a
deposit and/or a purchase order
before you install any product. I also
suggest you talk to the accounts
payable staff and find out beforehand what paperwork they will
need from your company in order
for you to receive payment in a timely manner. Discuss what their payment terms are: 30, 45 or 60 days?
Are they planning on holding a
retention for a period of time?
All of these questions asked and
answered up front will save you
headaches down the road. Good
WF
luck and happy selling!

“If you are not selling the
manufacturer/brand that is specified,
do not panic! Show the management
team your comparison product and
offer to install a sample for approval.”

Got a question
for Donna?

Please e-mail it to us
at cflores@glass.com.
Individual names and company names
will be withheld upon request.
12
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security film at the same location.
My point is this: Once you figure out
who you need to contact, ask some
very pointed questions about what
their needs are and how you can
assist. You could sell multiple products to the same retailer depending
on their level of diversification.
Second, it is common practice to
install film samples on glass for
retail clients. If the client has not
worked with window film before,
he will want to see it on the glass
before making a long-term commitment. Samples are a selling tool.
Embrace this practice and install
the samples free of charge.
Next, if you are working with a
client that is located in a strip mall,
be sure to check with mall management about window film. Some malls
already have a window film policy.
They have done their own research
and have specified products they
believe will enhance their mall, as do
some residential neighborhoods. If

>I

Donna Wells is the Vice President of Sales
at Signature Shutters.

www.windowfilmmag.com
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Leading
with
Insight
How do you attract new customers? With the rise in digital
media, there are many ways to reach out to them. Bombarded
with hundreds of messages daily, from online ads to radio
spots and outdoor billboards, consumers often dodge the
messages. How do you break through the “clutter” and earn
their attention? At Eastman, we are investing to learn about
our potential window film consumers, the problems they face,
how they search for solutions and what they hope the shopping
experience will be. And, since the recession, consumers’ expectations of products, services and the
companies that stand behind them are higher than ever.
A rich consumer experience benefits both manufacturers and dealers. Since we are all in the
window film business, we have great appreciation for window film benefits and trust in professional
installation but consumers often hesitate when considering window film. Connecting with them
through websites, collateral and in store messaging can help. Eastman has invested in understanding
consumers in many ways. We provide our dealers with the knowledge, tools and resources to
customize consumer communications, both online and in their stores. Training ensures our
dealers have the most current information and ways to grow their businesses.
Thank you to our current dealers for choosing Eastman as your partner in growing your business.
We look forward to supporting you and working together to achieve success. For those of you in the
window film business who have yet to join our network, we welcome the opportunity to explore
benefits of an Eastman partnership.

Diane O’Sullivan
Director - Global Branding & Marketing
Advanced Materials - Performance Films
Eastman Chemical Company

© 2014 Eastman Chemical Company. All rights reserved. The logos displayed above are registered trademarks of Eastman or one of its subsidiaries. As used herein, ® denotes
registered trademark status in the U.S. only.

See us at the 2014 International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™
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by Hann Kim

I

An Installer’s Fingerprint

have come to the conclusion that
window film installers are the
only so-called “professionals”
who can be 100 percent right and
100 percent wrong at the same time.
Take, for instance, when someone posts an installation video at
his own installation facility and
demonstrates some of the techniques he has used and developed
for years. These procedures could
have been developed around many
different factors including type of
film, choice of heat guns, use of
installation tools, installation efficiency, climate and marketplace.
Their business is growing, they’re
earning good money and they feel
good about what they have accomplished. They wanted to share with
the rest of the so-called “professionals.” And once it’s posted they
get more than 100 replies of “why
do you do it that way” “why don’t
you do it this way” “that is a waste
of time” “you’re doing it all wrong”
and on and on. The opinions are as
different as the installation fingerprint that made their shop what it
is today.
Unless you have actually stepped
out of your own environment and
observed installers from other
shops, cities, states and countries,
how can you so simply be sure,
without a doubt in your mind, that
your way is the better way? It’s
amazing how big a guy can make
himself sound from the square
footage of his own experience. It is
equally amazing how everybody is
right and everybody is wrong with
the judgments and opinions they
throw around, as if his opinion is the
only one that matters.

14
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Thane Foster-Simeon of TheTint Shoppe in Woodbridge,Va. applies film
in his own unique way to a 2012 Chevy Camaro.
There are tens of thousands of
window tint shops in this country
and tens of thousands more in
other countries and they all have a
different installation fingerprint
that makes them uniquely different. There is more than one way of
completing the job and completing
it correctly. That is what makes
this industry so special and great
at the same time.
I am returning from China as I
write this. While there, we set up
operations and procedure for our
installers. But the first thing I wanted was to see was their installation
procedures from start to finish.
This is so I can experience something new and different from what I
know. Unless I can experience
what they do, I can’t show them
how to incorporate and experience
something different that I know. I
was also in Korea visiting an IWFA

>I

member who invited me to a shop
in Seoul to watch some installations. I was truly honored by the
invitation and had such a tremendous experience with sharing techniques. I gained such great insight
to why they do what they do and
the reason for the method in which
they perform their installs.
The reason for this column is to
point out that all videos from socalled “professionals” demonstrate
how they get things done at their
shop. If you can recognize something from the video that can make
you a better installer, then you are
truly a better professional than
what you were a moment ago.
From my experience there is something to be gained from every
WF
installer’s fingerprint.
Hann Kim is the CEO of STM Solar
Transmission Management in Los Angeles.
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True Carbon

XENIUM JT B USVF DBSCPO öMN UIBU JT DPMPS TUBCMF CFDBVTF JU EPFT OPU
DPOUBJO BOZ EZF 5IF EFOTFMZ QBDLFE OBOPDBSCPO DPNQPVOET
VTFEJOJUTDPOTUSVDUJPOHJWFUIFöMNWFSZIJHIIFBUSFKFDUJPO
BOE JNNVOJUZ BHBJOTU GBEJOH 5IF *3 SFKFDUJPO JT IJHIFS
UIBO TUBOEBSE MPXSFøFDUJWF )1 öMNT BU EBSL TIBEFT
6OMJLF )1 öMNT  UIF 9 TFSJFT DPOUBJOT OP NFUBM
BOEUIFSFGPSFXJMMOPUJOUFSGFSFXJUITJHOBMT5IF
9LFFQTUIFJOUFSJPSDPPMXIJMFQSPWJEJOHB
CFBVUJGVMDBSCPOCMBDLFYUFSJPSUIBUNBUDIFT
GBDUPSZUJOU
t "WBJMBCMFJO7-5
   BOE
t /BOPDBSCPOUFDIOPMPHZ
t $PMPS4UBCMF
t )JHIIFBUSFKFDUJPO
t 4JHOBMGSJFOEMZ
t -JNJUFEMJGFUJNFXBSSBOUZ

More info

WWW.WINTECHUSA.COM
Order Online 24/7

WWW.SHOPWINTECH.COM
Call direct

1-888-983-3356
Email us

info@wintechusa.com

/wintechusa
BOOTH NO.12447

/wintechusa
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TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN.

Paint

®

PPF

TruCutTM Window Tint Patterns Now Available
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Protection.
INTRODUCING

PPF

PPF, the latest breakthrough technology
in automotive paint protection film.
TECHNOLOGY
Advanced, self healing top-coat formulation
allows for easy installation, increased longevity,
and a high-gloss finish
DRIVEN
First-rate protection and durability with
superior optical clarity
Powered by TruCutTM
SunTek’s exclusive, PPF and window tint
cutting software

For more information, call or visit

!"#$%&'()*"!+,*
888.321.5111 (VA/Factory Direct)
877.278.6835 (AZ)
888.437.1664 (CA)
877.678.6835 (FL)
866.843.3456 (TX)
855.569.2221 (Canada)
276.632.4991 (International)

SunTek® PPF Matte Now Available
See us at the 2014 International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™
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Surgeon General Issues Skin Cancer
Warning, Tint Shops Respond

or the first time ever, the
United States Surgeon General
has warned publicly against
ultraviolet (UV) radiation in his
report, “Call to Action to Prevent
Skin Cancer.”
“We’ve seen increases [in
melanoma cases] — almost tripling
over the last 30 years … we need to
do something about it,” said dermatologist and acting surgeon general Boris D. Lushniak in an interview with The Washington Post.
“I’ve seen patients with a variety
of skin cancers, including people
who have died from skin cancer.
And it brings to the forefront the
facts about melanoma: It’s the
deadliest form of skin cancer. Each
year we have 63,000-plus cases
diagnosed, nearly 9,000 people die.

“Each year we have
63,000-plus cases
diagnosed, nearly
9,000 people die.
That’s one person
every single hour
that’s dying from
melanoma.”
18
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That’s one person every single
hour that’s dying from melanoma,”
Lushniak said.
While the 100 page report makes
no mention of window film specifically, it did recommend that businesses employing drivers or workers who “encounter substantial UV
exposure through windows” consider “sun protection policies [that
can] include the provision of
equipment or modifications to
glass in windows.”
According to Arbitron’s 2009
National In-Car Study, Americans
spend nearly 20 hours in their cars
per week and travel more than 200
miles, much of which is during the
daytime, when the UV rays can
penetrate windows and cause damage to skin.

The Skin Cancer Foundation
reports that drivers in the U.S.
receive six times the dose of UV
radiation on the left side of the
head, neck, arm and hand as the
right side. They suggest tinting
one’s windows, noting that “some
films, when applied to car windows,
can block 99.9 percent of UV rays.”
The foundation also recommends tinting residential windows.
“If the sun has faded the color of
your sofa, it can just as easily damage your skin when you sit there,”
says Perry Robins, MD, president
of the Skin Cancer Foundation.
Tint shops are using this as an
opportunity to educate customers
about melanoma and the benefits
of window film.
“[The surgeon general’s report]

“We’ve seen increases
[in melanoma cases]
— almost tripling
over the last 30 years
… we need to do
something about it.”
Acting surgeon general
Boris D. Lushniak.
www.windowfilmmag.com
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Tint Shop Offers Free Window
Tint for Skin Cancer Patients

can really help us … We’re getting
more and more people being
referred by dermatologists for UV
protection,” says George Sanchez,
manager of Tint & Detail Shop in
Rockville, Md. “People are getting
more educated and they’re coming
in not necessarily for the look or for
the privacy, but they just want to
protect their skin … if you go to the
beach for two hours and you’re
using sun protection … but if you
drive for two hours, you don’t even
think about it but you’re getting the
same sun exposure … if you use
great film, it’s basically like wearing
1,000 SPF lotion on you,” he says.
Bill Valway, CEO of Absolute
Perfection Window Tinting &
Graphics, says that while people
are becoming more educated
“there is still a tremendous lack of
awareness.” He explains that while
dermatologists in his area recommend window tinting, “they
[don’t] have anyone to [refer].”
Sanchez and his shop are trying
to change that.
“I’m going to … use it as an
opportunity to educate. [We will
either] go in and talk to or write
something up and drop it off to the
dermatologists … so they will be
able to refer people,” he says.
Valway is hoping for more than
just referrals. “It’d almost be amazing if they could make a prescription for it. That would be fantastic.”
continued on page 20
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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Tint City of California donates free tinting services to people with
skin cancer. Above are thank you letters written to Arturo Ceballos,
the owner. Daughter Marissa says he displays them “like trophies.”
A tint shop owner in the Inland Empire area of California is doing his best
to make life easier for people with skin cancer.
Arturo Ceballos, owner of Tint City and Black Diamond Wheels and Tint, is
offering anyone diagnosed with melanoma or other skin cancers a complete
auto window tint, typically a $150 job, for no cost.
It is part of his Tint City Skin Cancer Program, aimed at not only keeping
people healthy, but also putting their “mind at ease,” according to his website.
Unbeknownst to him, his daughter Marissa reached out to WINDOW FILM
magazine, proud of her dad’s charity.
“He’s not the type to show off or anything. He really does this from his
heart … he doesn’t ask for anything in return,” she says.
One of the shops is located next to a hospital. Marissa says it is not uncommon for people to leave the hospital after being diagnosed with skin cancer to
come directly to her dad’s shop to get their windows tinted.
“A lot of [people] would come and want something done but they couldn’t
afford it so he just wanted to start helping them out,” she says.
Though Tint City advertises the program on its website, Marissa says many
people who come into the store with skin cancer do not know about it.
“They’ll come thinking they’re going to pay all this money to get a tint job then
we’ll apply it for them at no cost.”
Marissa says her dad started the program in 2012 and has since tinted around
200 cars for people with skin cancer with plans for many more in the future.
“I know he doesn’t have any desire to stop anytime soon,” she says.
WINDOW FILM
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Community College Launches Film
Manufacturing Certification

astman Chemical Company and
Commonwealth
Laminating
and Coating Inc. have
announced a unique educational
partnership with Patrick Henry
Community College (PHCC) to
create a new “Advanced Film
Certification” in Martinsville, Va.
According to the program’s website, the 28-credit certification will
prepare students for a career in
advanced film manufacturing and
related industries in an area that
produces more than 30 percent of
the world’s coated and dyed film.
Lisa Lyle of the Martinsville
Economic Development Corp. says
this program will ensure that
Martinsville’s largest employers “will
have a skilled workforce and the ability to expand their business.”
According
to
Lyle,
the
Martinsville location employs
approximately 500 workers and
Eastman is projected to invest $40
million there over the next three
years “if they can secure more jobready workers needed to achieve
their growth and make these investments.”
Charles Fraley, human resource
manager at Eastman, sees the training program as vital to the company’s ability to exist.
“We see a demographic shift in
our workforce with baby boomers
retiring. New generations of workers
don’t have the skills to fill the gap,”
he says.
So Eastman approached PHCC
and other community stakeholders
to outline their current and future
workforce needs, says Rhonda

20
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At the Center for Advanced Film Manufacturing, students will have the
opportunity to receive training in the classroom and on site.
Hodges, dean of workforce development and continuing education.
“PHCC was prepared to respond
quickly to this need because of our
innovative programming model. We
typically begin new program development by [allowing] employers
[to] outline their workforce needs
and skill gaps. [Then we engage the]
employers in developing the curriculum to meet these needs. We
were very encouraged that Eastman
approached us and with their ongoing level of engagement and support,” Hodges says.
In order to encourage participation in the program, “Eastman [will
be]
supporting
scholarships
through the partnership and students interested should work with
the community college financial aid
office,” says Pat Caldarera, site manager at Eastman Martinsville.
Hodges sees the program being
beneficial to the Martinsville region.
“Hopes are high for this program!

>I

We believe this program will be beneficial to our existing industries by
helping them acquire the skilled
workforce they need to meet current demands and future expansions. It is also a wonderful opportunity for our students to begin a
rewarding career pathway in a growing and exciting industry sector,”
she says.
And careers are what the area
needs. In a state with a 5.3 percent
unemployment rate, Martinsville,
Va. has an unemployment rate of
10.8 percent, according to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Caldarera says, “Applicants who
have graduated from the program
[will be] guaranteed an interview
with Eastman, and if hired, [they]
can expect a highly competitive
starting wage with a staged progression over a four-year period.”
The program began August 26.
More information can be found at
WF
www.advancedfilm.org.
www.windowfilmmag.com
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We are Madico.
We believe in building relationships.
We believe that service matters.
We believe in exceeding expectations.
Contact any of our experienced sales
and marketing team for assistance.
Or just reach out and say, “Hi!”

888-887-2022 (US Branches)
+1 727-327-2544 (Corporate Office)
windowfilm@madico.com
www.madico.com
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See us at the 2014 International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™
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Optimize
with Ultimate

Arlon Graphics has introduced
Ultimate PremiumPlus, an adhesive-backed film designed to decorate retail and corporate environments with consistency across
multiple locations.
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other various substrates.
In addition, Ultimate PremiumPlus
was awarded “Best New Product” at
the Society for Experiential Graphic
Design 2014 NEXPO Conference in
Atlanta, Ga., the annual conference
for “experiential graphic design.”
❙❙➤ www.ultimatepremium
plus.com

It’s Got That Cling

The film comes in many colors
and features texture alternatives
as well. These finishes provide a
high-end appearance. It is applicable to curves, formed surfaces and

Plastiprint
has
developed
PlastiCling PVC-free cling film. It is
an easily-installable cling film ideal
for window decoration, advertising
graphics, point of purchase signage, labels and protective overlay
film purposes, especially for electronic device screen protection
applications, according to the
company. The copolymer cling
coating allows for quick installation and leaves no residue behind.
The clear PVC-free cling film pro-
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❘ Edited by Casey Flores

vides optical clarity making it ideal
for high quality window graphics.
According to the company, the
clear
polyester
construction
makes the media more eco-friendly
than cling PVC vinyl due to its
recyclability (PET #5) and lack of
plasticizers. It has a two-year shelf
life and is made in the USA.
❙❙➤ www.plastiprint.com

iLLusionate
Your Building

Eastman Chemical Company
unveiled its expanded LLumar
iLLusions decorative window
film line at the American Institute
of Architects (AIA) National
Convention in earlier this year.

Paint Protection that Promises

In an effort to make the installation processes easier, 3M has introduced
Scotchgard™ Paint Protection Film Pro Series.
The new product offers a flexible,
clear top coat that stretches, making it
easy to install and reposition, according
to the company. The new film also
enables faster cutting with less scrap. It
exhibits high-quality scratch-and-stain
resistance, making it easier to clean and
hard to scratch. The film also has selfhealing properties, which allow minor
scratches to disappear by themselves.
It is virtually invisible on a vehicle
and demonstrates high durability,
resistance to yellowing and cracking.
Scotchgard Pro Series is also maintenance-free, so customers can wash and
wax their vehicles as they normally
would, the company adds.
❙❙➤ www.3M.com/paintprotectionfilm
24
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Eastman says the product can be
used to create a mood, address a
functional concern, or define a
space. The film is available in a number of different colors, patterns, textures and specialty designs.
Eastman says it is durable but
continued on page 26
www.windowfilmmag.com
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WELCOME
CorrectSpec is the most exacting
side-by-side visual match to the
3M Dusted Crystal and Frosted
Crystal film at a lower cost.

Call Today!!!

(877) 773-2004
WELCOME TO CorrectSpec! The most exacting side-by-side visual match to the 3M Dusted Crystal and
Frosted Crystal film but at a lower cost. How are the CorrectSpec products different? That’s just it —
they’re not. The CorrectSpec brand of Dusted Crystal and Frosted Crystal vinyl window films are
manufactured in the United States to the very same visual and material specifications as the 3M original
and can be installed side-by-side and adjacent to the 3M product - all at a much lower cost to improve
your profitability.
CorrectSpec, LLC is the exclusive international distributor of the high quality CorrectSpec brand of
decorative vinyl window films, all of which are proudly made in the United States and feature the EZ
OFF clear release liner. Dusted Crystal and Frosted Crystal vinyl window films are the most widely
used types in the decorative privacy film category and are considerably less expensive than laminated
panels, patterned or sand blasted glass.

As a window film installation company, do you avoid the question
“Is your decorative film made in America?”... Don' t put yourself in
this uncomfortable position again- advertise and state that the
Dusted and Frosted Crystal decorative films you install are proudly
manufactured in the USA, not overseas!
Distributed By:

If interested in international distribution please email sales@correctspec.com

225 Upper North Road
Highland New York 12528
(877) 773-2004 ● email: sales@correctspec.com
www.correctspec.com ● www.dustedcrystal.com

Disclaimer: CorrectSpec LLC is not affiliated, associated, authorized, endorsed by, or in any way officially connected with 3M Incorporated.
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continued

removable, so it can change along
with the design requirements of
commercial building professionals.
It can mask light, boost visual
interest in retail and gathering

spaces, disguise clutter and hide
unattractive areas and add privacy
without eliminating light and views
completely, the company says.
❙❙➤ www.llumar.com

Give Me a Sign

Gravograph
has
released
GravoStyle 7, the latest version of
its software for laser and rotary
engraving machines. It offers multiple features that allow it to
engrave for industrial, signage
and personalization purposes.

The company says it simplifies
the lazering process by integrating
machining parameters pre-defined
for a wide variety of materials.
❙❙➤ www.gravograph.us

Glass Can’t Pass

Surface Armor’s new, shatterresistant window film is designed
to protect building occupants and
property.
Named Blast Armor, the film
offers a permanent, easy-to-install
barrier that creates safety instantly in unexpected scenarios
according to the company. The
film is cut to fit the size of the customer’s windows and once it’s
applied, it will immediately create
a flexible barrier that will prevent
glass shards from flying.
Blast Armor also provides customers with aesthetic and energysaving features. The film blocks
out most UV rays, which prevents
the sun from causing carpeting
and upholstery damage. In addition, the film reduces heat transfer by up to 7 percent, saving on
energy costs.
❙❙➤ www.surfacearmor.com WF
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Taste that? That’s success. Establish a connection
with the most progressive, high-tech innovators
in the industry and you’ll enjoy all the benefits
of making more money, plain and simple.

Register for SEMA Show 2014.
AND SAVOR IT.
REGISTER TODAY: SEMAshow.com/WFW

EXHIBIT DAYS: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4–FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2014
EDUCATION DAYS: MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3–FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2014
LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER | LAS VEGAS, NV

#SEMA2014
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While Analysts Predict Robust Growth in
Solar Film, Corroboration Remains Slim
by Drew Vass

I

n spite of the fact that at least
six major window film brands
are now owned by publicly traded companies, locating analysts
who research the window film
markets proves next to impossible.
And a review of recent annual and
financial reports among the “big
three” (parent companies: Eastman
Chemical Co., Saint Gobain and The
3M Co.) provides clues for why this
may be the case: Rarely—if ever—
do they delineate window film from
other product segments.
Nonetheless, between June and
July 2014, window film appeared in a
pair of market reports, each keyed
in on specific predictions for the
solar reflective architectural market
—both forecasting increases in
demand over the next few years and
one calling for higher margins
among dealers. Numerous small
business experts advise that now is
the time for window film dealers to
craft their contingency plans for
potential growth.

Stealing the Stage

In June 2014, Lux Research Inc., an
independent research firm that’s
headquartered in Boston, released a
report forecasting a near doubling of
the worldwide architectural solar
reflective films market by 2018.
According to the report, the predicted 92-percent increase will be driven
largely by tightening building codes
and standards, an increased interest
in daylighting methods that block
solar heat gain and film’s low cost
when compared to replacing existing glass. The U.S. market is predict28
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ed to increase by 45 percent, or
11.25 percent per year through 2018,
which researchers say exceeds an
estimated 5 to 7 percent historical
rate. Meanwhile, a separate report,
published in July 2014 by IBISWorld
Inc., a global business intelligence
provider that’s based in Melbourne,
Australia, calls for a 2.4 percent
annual increase in service prices
among architectural window film
dealers through 2017, leading estimated averages of $8.50 USD per
square foot (including labor and
materials) upward to $9.13. Similar
to Lux Research, IBISWorld’s report
forecasts increased demands for
solar films, which it partly attributes
to a 2011 Department of Energy
study touting their effectiveness.
Aditya Ranade, Ph.D., senior analyst and lead author of Lux
Research’s
report,
entitled
“Opportunities and Challenges for
Solar Control Films,” says his company cued in on window film when
researchers noticed the product’s
low price point when compared to
alternatives.
“We looked at all of the technologies for architectural glass that can
balance solar heat gain with entirety
of views and aesthetics,” Ranade
says. “Within those technologies, we
found a lot of switchable glazing,
electrochromic and thermochromic
technologies, and daylighting louvers and such, but our analysis indicated that solar control window
films have the lowest payback periods and capital investments for
building owners. So that was the
point at which we started to become
interested.”
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Over the course of their research,
Lux Research’s analysts developed
bottom-up estimations of value for
the architectural solar films market,
based on revenues starting at the
manufacturing level; they then
developed coefficients for such
influences like rates of new construction, maturity of the energy
security companies (ESCOs) and
property management industries,
the attractiveness of film at the
codes and policies level, costs for
electricity, and market saturation
points, which are based on estimates for the total amount of existing commercial glass. Also cited is
an increase in the use of architectural glass between the years of 19912009, which analysts estimate at a
compound annual growth rate of 4.8
percent, twice the global gross
domestic product (GDP).
In addition to its key predictions,
Lux Research posits an optimistic
scenario, which cues in on the ability of national building codes to drive
demand even further in the U.S. market, while a pessimistic outlook
accounts for political uncertainty,
which may hold such codes at bay.
“Challenges” listed in Lux
Research’s report include momentum induced by competing products,
including low-E glass and external
shading, push-back from window
manufacturers, many of which void
their warranties when aftermarket
films are applied and perceptions of
surface heat build-up, which is
believed by some to create glass failure. These factors are keyed into
(and therefore do not detract from)
the company’s primary predictions.
www.windowfilmmag.com
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The solar control window film market is predicted to nearly double in size in the next four years.

Meeting of the Minds

So how can film manufacturers can
improve relations with window manufacturers and forgo perceptions of
glass failure? Ranade suggests two
approaches: one boils down to marketing and public relations, the other
involving product improvements.
But he also suggests that, based on
his research, the issue of heat buildup and glass failure, “… isn’t as widespread as window manufacturers
perceive it to be,” and that window
film manufacturers could provide
additional hard data to lay this issue
to rest.
“Selling the products directly to
[window manufacturers], of course
would be ideal,” he says. “They’re
doing [residential glazing] installations anyways, in most cases. The
residential segment is so fragmented, that anywhere you can consolidate the channel, that’s a winning
solution.”
But at least one representative for
a window film manufacturer suggests
that there’s no real incentive for window manufacturers to endorse winSEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014

dow films, nor is there currently an
avenue for stimulating such collaborations.
“Here [in the U.S.], we have the
International
Window
Film
Association (IWFA), which is one
organization, then the glass manufacturers have their own, as do window
manufacturers,”
says
Jeffrey
Plummer, Madico’s senior vice president of sales and marketing.
Regarding the warranty issue,
Plummer says he’s not sure what
window manufacturers stand to gain
through retracting their cancellation
policies.
“If they have a way to eliminate the
fairly significant warranty exposure
that’s created when an unknown
product is installed on their windows
— because they don’t know what the
homeowner is installing and whether
it’s a high quality film, or whether
they’ve taken into account the glass
type and climate ... so, I think partly
because it reduces their liability and
partly because of concerns regarding
these unknowns, that their positions
of voiding warranties isn’t likely to
change.”
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Key Players
Remain Mute

When asked to provide feedback
regarding Lux Research’s predictions and their own outlooks for
the solar control window films market, Eastman Chemical Co, and the
The 3M Co. both declined to comment, while Saint Gobain deferred
comment to its subsidiary, Solar
Gard. Among the recent Securities
and Exchange Commission filings
for all three companies, the only
signs of corroboration appears via
comments posted in Saint Gobain’s
2013 annual report, which cites
energy efficiency and stricter regulations for new construction and
renovations as high growth markets, but fails to (specifically) mention window film. Saint Gobain also
notes an increase in the use of
glass among architectural buildings as a key market driver; but,
again, the company does not
equate that increase (specifically)
to a stronger window film market.
continued on page 32
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continued from page 29

Run a Reverse

While most of the small business consultants interviewed for this article suggest leaning on contract installers to avoid (or postpone) hiring additional permanent staff, Susan Lee-Marrow, associate state director of programs for Virginia
Small Business Development Centers Network, suggests that smaller window
film dealers could turn the tables on this equation.
“Another strategy includes [hiring additional installers], then linking up with
larger companies who may need contract installers from time to time, offering
up your crew for installation purposes,” Lee-Marrow says. “That would allow
you to staff up and then, when you don’t have enough work to keep them busy,
your company contracts with those larger firms to do installations for them.”
“It is our belief that we will continue to see strong demand for
solar control film solutions,” says
Dave Anderson, director of
research, development and marketing for Solar Gard. And while
Anderson declined to comment on
specific estimates, he says he feels
the market is shifting in response to
such things as increased demand
for energy solutions, a strengthening reputation among solar film
products as a retrofit solution and
improved certification standards,
which he says help to “ensure a
level playing field” throughout the
window film industry.
Josh Buis, chief operating officer
for Scorpion Window Films, a
Cloverdale, Ind.-based manufacturer, says his company is geared up
for major growth, which he attributes to increased product awareness. Meanwhile, Plummer suggests that Lux Research’s predictions may be a bit overstated, but
he admits that checking the financial pulse of the window film industry is easier said than done.
“I honestly don’t know how
close you’re going to get on analyst input, because most window
film companies, whether they’re
private or public, guard their
information, or blend it with other
segments,” Plummer says. “A lot
of manufacturers don’t share their
exact data and even the IWFA
doesn’t actually have clear data
on market size.”
Jeff Fransen, president and CEO
for Window Film Depot, a nation32
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wide window film dealer, concurs
with Plummer’s suggestion that Lux
Research’s predictions may be a bit
bloated, but also notes that he
thinks the industry may be reaching
a tipping point.
“I think our products are making
their way, after 10 to 15 years of
ESCOs saying they weren’t interested, to the point where they’re starting to see films as a more integral
part of an overall solution,”
Fransen says. “I think a lot of that
may have to do with technological
advances of products.”

Stay in the Driver’s Seat

Should Lux Research’s predictions prove true, four expert small
business consultants interviewed
for this article concur that window
film dealers would be best served by
controlling the growth of their businesses through marketing efforts.
They also suggest the use of contract installers, before dealers consider adding to their workforces.
“Instead of shooting into the dark,
in anticipation [of increased
demand] by hiring an additional
installer, you can control demands
through marketing,” says Bernard
Ferret, senior business consultant
for the George Mason University
Small Business Development Center
in Fairfax, Va. For this reason, Ferret
suggests that window film dealers
should focus first on their marketing
efforts, where IBISWorld’s report
estimates that most currently funnel
one percent of their budgets. Ferret,

>I

and other experts suggest that, combined, sales and marketing have the
ability to help dealers cope with
increased demands, not only by
driving steady sales in an up market,
but through their ability to slow
operations when installation capacities are stretched thin. And not all of
those marketing efforts require
skilled personnel. Susan LeeMerrow, associate state director of
programs for Virginia Small
Business De-velopment Centers
Network, says many of her clients
utilize unskilled labor for such
things as door-to-door marketing
efforts.
“Door-to-door canvassing generated more sales conversions than
anything else,” Lee-Marrow says.
“They used articulate, clean-cut,
high school-aged boys. All they’re
required to do is hand out info and
walk away with warm leads, which
are then handed off to professional
sales people.”
Buis says Scorpion employs a
similar program with local organizations and high schools.
“We developed a program, called
Scorpion Local, which gives
money to area organizations and
schools, like school volleyball
teams, for instance,” Buis says.
“We donate money to their programs in [exchange for door-todoor marketing].”

Preparedness is Key

All of the small business experts
interviewed for this article agree
that the key to responding to market fluctuations isn’t in anticipation, so much as it’s in a good contingency plan.
“I spent a lot of time as a brand
manager for Fortune 500 companies,” says Mary Lysaught, a retired
marketing executive and professor,
and now a volunteer mentor for
SCORE, a nonprofit association
dedicated to coaching small businesses. “When you launch a major
marketing effort at that level, you
www.windowfilmmag.com
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Global Window Control Film
Market Size: Likey Scenerio

Anticipated Average Film Price Increase

Source: Lux Research Inc.

have to anticipate how that’s going
to impact cycles. In a big company
environment, you have a contingency plan built into your business,
so back-up suppliers or resellers
are already established for the ups
and downs. The same applies to
businesses of any size.”
In the case of window film dealers, experts suggest that those
backup suppliers could take the
form of contract installers, which
they say is the best course of action
before hiring. And all of the experts
interviewed for this article agree
that establishing and maintaining
ties with a bank of reputable and
dependable contract employees is
in dealers’ best interests.
Fransen says a bank of handselected contract employees are
keys to his business.
“As hard as it is to get high-end
clients and to earn their work, it’s
that much easier for them to fire
you if you don’t represent what
they expect,” he says. “A lot of
what you do on the installation end
is for show. Your employees need
to look like they’ve come ready to
work, like they’re focused and they
know what they’re doing. All of this
is part of the show of installation
services. Don’t get me wrong, they
need to do excellent work; but this
show aspect is part of what it takes
to make customers happy. So it’s
critically important that, when you
pick subcontractors, they be the
creme de la creme.”
Fransen further suggests that, no
matter who’s performing the installation, his company ensures that a
Window Film Depot employee is
onsite and in charge of the management aspects of every project.
Handing those responsibilities over
to a subcontractor or another business, he says, is simply too risky.
According to IBISWorld’s findings,
window film dealers may have to
reach a little deeper into their pockets in order to secure the crème de
la crème installers that Fransen
mentions, as researchers cite a
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“small pool of experienced installers
to draw from” as cause for driving
up wages as dealers strive to
employ and retain qualified technicians. At the same time, the company forecasts that increased demand
for window film products will allow
dealers to raise margins and pass
some of those added expenses
along to their customers.

Wait to Exhale

Whether or not the research
firms’ predictions will prove true is
anyone’s guess. Until window film
manufacturers are willing to open
up and share their own predictions, there’s little to compare. In

2016

2017

Source: IBIS World
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the meantime, there is at least corroboration between the analysts of
two independent firms, predicting
increases in demand for solar films
through 2017. Beyond this, both
companies diverge in their predictions, with Lux Research calling for
at least six more years of similar
growth, while IBISWorld suggests
that window film is in the peak of
its maturity phase, to be followed
by gradual decreases year over
year. Ultimately, with or without
market changes, the real answer
may lie in how dealers respond to
WF
and create opportunities.
Drew Vass is a contributing writer for
WINDOW FILM magazine.
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Absolute Perfection
Window Tinting

Sykesville, Md.
Years in business: 12
Employees: 17 full time,
5 subcontractors
Markets served: Commercial,
residential, auto
Window film brands sold:
Eastman (80 percent) and
CorrectSpec (decorative)
2013 sales: $1.2 million
2014 projected sales: $2.1 million.

Valway has expanded his commercial
branch by offering CorrectSpec
decorative film.
At Absolute Perfection Window
Tinting in Sykesville, Md., the name
perfectly conveys the company’s
work ethic, and that work ethic is
propelling the film dealer toward
WINDOW FILM
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by Casey Flores and Tara Taffera

Striving for Perfection

Photo: Absolute Perfection
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Dealers on the Rise

hat makes a top dealer?
It’s not necessarily just
sales. It’s growth, strategy and future potential. Whether
the company is 40 years old or
just starting out, WINDOW FILM
Magazine’s second annual Dealers
on the Rise features outstanding
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tint businesses nominated by the
nation’s leading manufacturers,
influencers and magazine editors.
Their stories of success are individual and diverse. What works
for one company may not work for
another. For example, one on our
list says advertising is a must

while the other has never spent an
ad dime. A few of these top dealers started out working from
garages and now they are at the
top of their game. All of them have
individual secrets to their success
which they shared with WINDOW
FILM Magazine.

doubling its sales in less than a
year. Owner Bill Valway succinctly
sums it up, “Half-ass isn’t in anyone’s vocabulary here. It’s about
putting out the best possible product each time.”
Valway says marketing is a huge
contributor to the company’s
growth. “It is ingrained in our culture,” he says. “Everything we do,
we promote.”
When Valway witnessed the
growth in online marketing, he hired
an employee to do digital marketing
and manage SEO, pay per click,
video, etc. The company now has a
full-service digital division, and one
of its tasks is producing and promoting high quality videos.
“By adding these videos to our
website … consumers see that we
worked on jobs such as Dulles
Airport, we have almost instant
credibility. That’s why we continue
to do that and the video has been a
huge part of our growth,” he says.
Valway believes strongly in this
industry, and that those coming
into it can be successful.
“This is a good viable career that
can be very lucrative. It takes a
level of sophistication that is just
not the guy out of his garage.”
Valway started out of his parents’
garage when he was 18.

“From those humble beginnings to
now it is awesome to see how we
have evolved,” he says. “When I started, I was doing cars and now we have
25 people, including subs, and a fullservice auto division, as well as a
large residential, commercial and
vehicle wrap divisions.”
Valway, however, credits those
around him as contributing to his
successes.
“I surround myself with people
who complement my weaknesses,”
he says. “Now I have this strong
team of people who are invested in
the company and treat it like it is
their own. I believe in autonomy—I
don’t micromanage, and I allow
others to make decisions.”
As for that company moniker, is
it really all about perfection?
“I remember sitting there for two
weeks asking, ‘What am I going to
call my company?’ I thought of
Absolute Perfection then wondered
if I really wanted to do that. It’s not
necessarily about every single thing
you do it’s about standing behind
your work and making sure every
experience is of the highest possible
quality—if there is an issue we will
stand behind it. If we are going to do
it, we are going to do it to the best of
our ability. If you can’t say that then
take it off and redo it.”
—TT
www.windowfilmmag.com
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T and T applied frosted
window film in this
Honolulu, Hawaii office
building.
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A Household Name
T and T Tinting

Honolulu, Hawaii
Years in business: 32
Employees: 30
Locations: 2
Markets served: Auto, residential,
commercial, paint protection (plus
a graphics division)
Window film brands sold:
Eastman, Vista (Eastman and Vista
comprise majority), Llumar and
CorrectSpec
2013 sales: $2,860,000
2014 projected sales: $3,200,000
T and T Tinting is a household
name in Honolulu, but that recognition has nothing to do with luck. It
has a whole lot to do with a commitment to advertising and marketing.
“It is true that everyone who
comes here knows me,” says owner
Tommy Silva. “It’s because from
day one I invested in marketing. I
have never done a month of TV
here or a month of radio there.
This year we are spending 8-10 percent on advertising. We have
always spent money.”
“It’s not cheap,” he adds. “It’s not
easy and sometimes you want to
pull back and say everyone knows
us, but we commit to it and keep
doing it. Why change something
that is working so well?”
Although T and T Tinting may be
a household name, that doesn’t
mean there isn’t competition.
“There are a lot of great tinters
here, many of whom used to work
for me,” jokes Silva. “I probably
trained three-fourths of them.”
And there is plenty of work to go
around. “We have so many vehicles
here,” he says. “We are to the point
where we are tinting 500 cars a
month but really it is still hard to find
a car with tint on it. It seems three
out of four cars have clear glass.”
The company’s sales are a pretty
even mix of auto and flat glass film.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014

T and T’s display room exhibits
what tint looks like on a variety of
vehicles.
In fact, it recently landed the
contract to install Vista Window
Film on the two towers of the Hyatt
Regency Waikiki Hotel & Spa—the
largest hotel in Waikiki, says Silva.
This contract was 20 years in the
making. “But we now have the job
and the Hyatt’s owners will be reaping the benefits of Vista’s energy savings and reduced interior fading for
decades to come,” says Silva.
“What sold it this time was the
fact that they have new owners
again and are spending $300 million to renovate both towers,” he
adds. “Now they have a big influx
of money and want to protect the
new soft goods, carpeting, etc.”
With a job that size, or even with
smaller jobs, Silva works to protect
the company’s reputation that he
worked so hard to build.
“We don’t allow new people to go
into someone’s home,” he says.
“They have to be with us a few
years until they are allowed to represent us.”
Employees at the company tend

Keeping it Legal
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to stick around: Silva has 32 years’
experience and has three additional employees with 28-, 27- and 24years of experience each.
“Add in the rest of the management team and staff and we jump
to 245 years of combined knowledge,” says Silva.
Like another window film company owner, Bill Valway of
Absolute Perfection (see page 34),
Silva sees this as a strong and
viable career.
“Our newer guys see this is not
just a fad. It’s not a stepping stone:
this can literally be a career. These
people are buying homes, living in
Hawaii, sending their kids to private school. It’s not just a job for a
little while.”
—TT
continued on page 36

When asked the one piece of advice he would impart to an up-and-coming
tinter, Silva says, “Don’t do illegal work.”
“We have tinted 25,000 cars and never tinted one illegally,” he adds.“We feel
comfortable that it is not going to come back to bite us. If an accident happens
they sue the driver—and the tinter.”
That doesn’t mean the temptation isn’t there. “Every day at both locations I
get requests for five percent film.We have a law. It is being enforced but everyone has a friend who is doing it so they are getting illegal safety checks.We turn
them down every single day.”
Silva says he and his employees try to explain the benefits of the newer films and
that when going to five percent the consumer is risking liability, danger and fines.
“They go down the road and get it installed,” he says.“If you are getting into
this [business], pick the legal path.”
WINDOW FILM
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continued from page 35

Incubating Quality
Installers
ClimatePro

San Francisco, Calif.
Number of Locations: 2
Number of Employees: 12
Markets served: Residential
and commercial
Window film brands sold: 3M
2013 sales: $1.7 million
2014 projected sales: $2.1 million

Photo: ClimatePro

Jeremy Dobbins, operations
manager
of
ClimatePro
in
Encinitas, Calif., says the key to
being “On Top in Tint” is keeping
his installers happy.
“They’re the most important part
of our business … It’s not like doing
construction where I can make a few
phone calls and [find some] good
carpenters anywhere. It’s not easy
to get a good window tinter.”
Dobbins explains that it’s a challenge at which ClimatePro has
excelled.
“Most of our installers [have
been] with us 10-20 years [so we
have] a good core group,” he says.
Dobbins says his business opera-

tions run smoothly because his
company’s systems and processes
are clearly defined and understood
by all.
“[It’s] really what we’re about. We
have systems for our jobs whether
it’s one window or [an entire] building. Our team knows how we’re
going to handle [each] project.
There’s an underlying process for
everything. Really, it comes down to
teamwork. Everybody knows their
part,” he says.
He also attributes the company’s
success to working with a quality
distributor.
“The company has always been a
big boost for us throughout the
years. They’ve just been a great
partner … being loyal to one brand
has really paid dividends. Their
product has opened up a lot of
doors and allowed us to work with
some great clients … I think that’s
had a big effect. [And] to be honest, the 3M name just gives us
some authority.”
Dobbins explains that while he
may not submit the lowest bids for
projects, companies will hire him

Decorative film installed by ClimatePro on the outside of a company’s
conference room.
36
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anyway because of the way
ClimatePro handles itself.
“I can think of one situation
where we just were honest with [a
company] and we told them window film wasn’t going to work for
that
building.
That
really
impressed [them] and led to a
much greater relationship down
the road. We still do business with
them to this day.”
Though ClimatePro didn’t install
for that particular job, other big
ones have come through.
“We did the Embarcadero Center
—four big buildings in downtown
San Francisco … At the time that
was the largest project we’d ever
done. It was kind of a wake-up call.”
He says that while big jobs are
great, smaller tint shops have to
ease their way into them.
“I wouldn’t recommend anybody
just saying ‘Yes.’ You grow into it,”
he says.
He says that handling that much
material and installation costs
could bring a company down.
“You can’t just jump into that.
I’ve seen that happen a lot.”
And when a tint shop takes on a
big job it’s not ready to handle, it
hurts the entire industry.
“[When tint shops get] in over its
head, that could [be to our industry’s] detriment. If you’re just one
guy working out of your garage and
you’re trying to take on a skyscraper, that could be dangerous to
for yourself and also your client.
You don’t want [window film] technology to be associated with bad
jobs.”
ClimatePro also invests heavily
in marketing.
“We’re very heavy on Internet
advertising, constantly trying to
improve our website and trying
new advertising methods that are
coming out … we hired someone to
blog for us to help with marketing,”
Dobbins says.
—CF
www.windowfilmmag.com
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Won’t Take No
for an Answer

Advanced Window
Solutions

Cortlandt Manor, N.Y.
Years in business: 14
Employees: 5
Markets served: Commercial and
residential
Window film brands sold:
Llumar,Vista and CorrectSpec
(decorative)
2013 sales: $925,000
2014 projected sales: $1.3 million
Partnering with energy service
companies (ESCOs) has put
Advanced Window Solutions (AWS)
of Cortlandt Manor, N.Y., on the map.
Owner Marc Vitaliani says approximately 85 percent of AWS’s business
comes from this sector and that connections at these companies are not
the easiest connections to make.
“We just kept knocking on the
doors. If you knock on enough doors,
eventually somebody opens one …
[Like people who] have children. If
you tell your kids ‘no,’ they just keep
asking. They don’t hear ‘no;’ and
that’s what you have to do. Keep pestering them until they give you a
shot,” Vitaliani says. “We pitched
[using window film to save on energy
bills] to them and it took a while.
When they gave us a shot [after two
years], we finally did a project. Over
time we became preferred partners.
It’s just the relationship that evolves
between companies.”
At first, these companies provided
AWS with jobs that were much larger
than what the company was used to.
“We were small and we really
leaped into the deep end. We pulled
it off [but] it was very overwhelming,” he says.
But completing a big job with an
ESCO was the jolt the company
needed.
“We started to do some bigger
commercial jobs and it’s like a snowSEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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ball. You start picking up referrals
that can refer you to bigger projects
and now we typically do projects
anywhere from 10,000 to [130,000]
square feet,” Vitaliani says.
All these jobs come from an atypical business model. AWS doesn’t
spend a dollar on advertising as
most of the company’s leads come
from the ESCOs, that book the
work for them.
“We actually have projects that are
booked out two years [in advance].
We’re booked this year, next year and
we are booking into early 2016,”
Vitaliani says. His job is maintain the
relationships.
Since many ESCOs have large
networks, the company doesn’t
work close to home very often. “We
typically drive at least an hour a
day each way … We average anywhere from 1,500 to 3,000 square
feet every day so for us it’s worth it
to have a van out there [driving] a
couple of hours [which equates to]
about 250,000 to 300,000 square
feet of film a year,” he explains.
Those are impressive numbers to
post in New York, a state that Chief
Executive Magazine calls the second
worst for business.
“[Taxes and the cold winters] are
choking us here … We have to offset
[them by installing] more square
footage of window film,” he says.
Vitaliani has some advice for smaller tint companies that want to grow.
“People need to step back, hire
people to [install film] and then go
out and get the jobs. And they’re
going to take a pay cut for a year, two
years, possibly more. Then, as the
business builds, all they’ll be doing is
selling while they have installation
crews out there handling it,” he says.
Though he realizes selling isn’t
everyone’s strongpoint. He says,
“for [more introverted business
owners], if [they’re] a better
installer, hire somebody to sell.
They need to hire people who com-
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Advanced Window Solutions hard
at work performing an installation
at an office complex.
plement their weaknesses.”
Vitaliani has one more place where
he feels like tint shops are limiting
their growth potential.
“I really think the biggest weight
that holds most dealers back is
that they’re afraid of big projects
and to they’re afraid to ask to get
paid. They want to give it away and
they’re afraid to ask for what it’s
worth. If you’re a good window tinter and you have a good product,
you’re worth a certain amount, you
don’t have to give it away. So many
people will walk in and give a discount before the giving the customer a chance to say yes.” —CF
continued on page 38
WINDOW FILM
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continued from page 37

Portland’s Finest
Film Shop

Owners David Vernon, Genise
Vernon and Jared Gray.

Pacific Window Tinting

Portland, Ore.
Years in business: 16
Employees: 7 FT and PT
Markets served: Residential,
commercial
Window film brands sold:
Solar Gard
2013 sales: $900,000
2014 projected sales: $1.3 million

top down, everybody knows
what’s going on. We have a good
team.”
Boasting your tint shop as the
city’s “most respected window tinting service” is a bold move to
make. But Pacific does just that.
“We’re a family business so our
reputation is held to what it is …
we are Oregon’s largest and most
respected window tinting company
… we still hold true to that and I
hold my guys true to that … [We go
by] the age-old theory: When
somebody says ‘window tinting,’ in
Portland, I want them to think of
Pacific Window Tinting,” says Gray.
Now a top dealer, the company
was started by what he calls “a
fluke.”

“My brother-in-law owned an
auto glass shop and [Solar Gard]
came to the shop and asked them
if they wanted to start window
tinting … he [then] had a falling
out with his [business] partner
and when he did that, that’s how
we started up the window tinting
company.”
Recently, the company has performed installed film for some
noteworthy organizations.
“We did the University of Oregon
Casanova center for football,” Gray
says, which involved installing the
graphics throughout the complex.
A recent Sports Illustrated magazine cover on which the university
was featured now takes up the
facility’s weight room wall.
The company has achieved all it
has mostly without venturing into
the world of automotive tinting.
“[We did it] for a very short
period of time … It’s not our
niche. Somebody will [tint a car]
down the road for five dollars
cheaper. I just got sick of it … we
just wanted to focus heavily on
flat glass.”
—CF

Photos: Pacific Window Tinting

Pacific Window Tinting in
Portland, Ore. has almost doubled
its sales since 2012. Company vice
president Jason Gray says in order
to post such numbers, he goes out
of his way to get in front of the
competition and build brand
awareness.
“I did a lunch-and-learn today
and had 45 architects at it. We
promote spec-heavy and we get
our face out in front of people. We
don’t sit and wait for the phone to
ring, we try to go get [business] …
we’ve built relationships [so] it’s
a lot of repeat business and a lot
of good people to work with …
Our [employees] are quality ...
They know what our expectations
are and I hold them to it. From the

Pacific Window Tinting was chosen to install graphics throughout the University of Oregon Casanova center
for football.
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UP AND COMING:
Southern Success
SouthernStylez Tinting

While not quite big enough to be
an official top dealer (yet), up-andcomer Ethan Waller is determined to
make his business stand out through
excellent customer service.
“Tinting is one of those things that
people don’t really expect good customer service and when you give it
to them—you answer their calls and
texts, you sit there and you spend 20
minutes talking with them outside—
they actually realize you actually
care about your job and you care
about them,” says Waller.
And it seems to be working. In
just his second year of business, he
was nominated as a top dealer by
Maxpro.
“[Waller] went on his own a few
years ago and thinks outside the
box and has become a preferred
installation
company
in
Wilmington. Ethan has customers
come as far as two hours away due
to his reputation,” says Elizabeth
Dillon, vice president of sales and
marketing at Maxpro. Because of
this, the company is sponsoring
Waller as an automotive tinter at the
2014 International Window Film
Conference and Tint-OffTM held
October 7-9 in Baltimore.
It also helps that Waller shares a
shop with his brother, who does
automotive repair.
“My brother has owned his own
automotive shop for several years
now. When the opportunity arose
for me to go out on my own, it
seemed like the perfect idea to
pair up the two shops, and it was.
The business relationship and
strategy are perfect. [We] feed off
of each other’s customers and
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014

Photo: Ethan Waller

Wilmington, N.C.
Years in business: 2
Employees: 1
Markets served: Auto
Window film brands sold:
Maxpro, Huber Optic
2013 sales: $30,000
2014 projected sales: $45,000

Ethan Waller stands in front of his Wilmington, N.C. based business,
SouthernStylez Tinting.
pride ourselves on offering each
customer a full automotive experience. By splitting overhead costs,
it has allowed us to expand greatly over the past two years in ways
that [we would not have been able
to] alone.
He also doesn’t invest in advertising.
“We simply use social networking
sites and other free forms of advertisement to get our name out there
as well as word-of-mouth by customers … We feel strongly [about]
taking care of customers and pride
ourselves [on being] able to run a
fully-functioning business without
any typical business strategies or
paid advertisement,” he says.
Waller and his brother started in a
750 square foot shop, quickly
moved to 2,200 square foot shop
and have now upgraded to a shop
that is 4,400 square feet.
Waller started tinting with one of
our other top dealers, Absolute
Perfection Window Tinting &
Graphics (see page 34).
He says Bill Valway was definitely
a major player in his development
as a tint professional. Absolute
Perfection expected much of him,
which inspired him to produce quality work.
Waller then left Maryland for
North Carolina to be closer to family
and has since opened his own shop,

SouthernStylez
Tinting
in
Wilmington, though he has not forgotten what he learned at his previous film job.
“I would like to be just like them,
honestly, because I learned so
much from them and saw their
business grow so significantly in
such a short amount of time,
they’re kind of my inspiration in
how I run my business.”
Waller’s success doesn’t surprise
Valway either.
“I kept telling [his boss], you better get a non-compete, he’s going to
go out on his own … and a few years
later he’s out on his own … he’s a
good guy,” says Valway.
Though for now Waller only has
one employee (himself), he doesn’t
see that lasting long.
“I see me having installers in the
future,” he says, but doesn’t want
to get so big to where he would not
be a part of the installations. “I care
about quality so much that I
[would] definitely want to be
around,” he says.
For those aspiring to be On Top
in Tint, Waller says, “If you want it,
all you gotta do is go get it. Just
WF
keep trying.”
Casey Flores is the assistant editor and Tara
Taffera is the editorial director of WINDOW FILM
Magazine. They may be reached at
cflores@glass.com or ttaffera@glass.com.
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Baltimore Business:
Boom AND Bust

An In-depth Look at the Baltimore Window Film Market

B

by Casey Flores

2008, one of them has experienced
tremendous growth, one has downsized and one says business has
“pretty much stayed level.”

Recession Recess

“Like any other business, you
have these ebbs and flows,” says
Bill Valway, owner of Absolute
Perfection Window Tinting &
Graphics in Sykesville, Md., a suburb of Baltimore 30 miles west of
the city.
And the recession was definitely
an ebb. Valway’s sales fell by nearly 10 percent and he had to let go
half his staff.
“[In the window film industry],
we all suffered and a lot of the
commercial building had slowed
down. People just wanted to hold

on to their cash,” Valway says.
He explains that during the
recession, many people lost their
jobs at tint shops so they started
tinting businesses of their own,
which led to major price reductions and pricing wars.
Valway realized the key to his
comeback would be offering highend film “not necessarily at bargain-level prices.” His company’s
sales have increased nearly 630
percent since then.
“We really try to cater to the
guys that are looking for quality
tint jobs … not the cheapest possible tint jobs,” he says.
Other Baltimore tint shops have
employed that strategy as well.
“What I find in the tint business is
a lot of little shops open up and they
don’t keep them like they really

Photo: Absolute Perfection

altimore is a place of mixed
reviews. Forbes has the city
ranked a stalwart 38 on their
list of the 200 Best Places for
Businesses and Careers in the
United States. CNBC has it listed as
one of five American cities in the
midst of fiscal crisis, while Money
Magazine lists Baltimore seventh
out of the top ten hottest housing
markets of 2014.
But how does Baltimore rank for
window film? After all, the city will
be home to the 2014 International
Window Film Conference and TintOffTM in October. We talked to
three local tint businesses, all of
whom tint automotive, residential
and commercial, about the state of
the window film market and
reviews were once again mixed.
In fact, since the recession of late

Heavy investment in marketing and partnering with utility companies for rebates has helped Bill Valway of
Absolute Perfection Window Tinting & Graphics of Sykesville, Md. secure big installation jobs like the GEICO
world headquarters, pictured above.
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should. They ‘whore’ the market
up. They’ll [advertise]: ‘do any car
for $99,’” says Wes Gray, owner of
D&L Professional Window Tinting
in Parkville, Md., which is just
northeast of the Baltimore beltway.
“I don’t offer any of the films that
may give somebody a problem
because the last thing I want to do
is give somebody a bad taste in
their mouth about the industry …
because if you sell the right product the right way, you keep the
market strong,” says Gray.
And the strategy seems to be
working.
“3M tells me … for just the auto
window film industry … [our
store is] the biggest one they’ve
seen in the world,” Gray boasts.

Photo: Absolute Perfection

continued on page 42

Valway says Absolute Perfection is helping John Hopkins University achieve
energy efficiency campus-wide by installing film on their buildings. Pictured
above is the university’s Ralph S. O'Connor Recreation Center.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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Baltimore Business
“In our peak time, we could do 60,
70 cars in a day,” though he says
business is about the same as it
was around the time the recession hit.
George Sanchez, manager of Tint
& Detail Shop in Rockville, Md.,
says after the recession, business
“slowly picked up [and] after a couple of years, things started going
back to normal.”
But then something happened.

Shutdown Slump

A mere 40 miles outside the
nation’s capital, all three dealers
are directly affected by everything
that happens in Washington DC.
The Baltimore metropolitan area
alone is home to nearly 50,000 federal employees, according to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
When the United States Congress
failed to reach a budget agreement,
the federal government “shut
down.” It lasted from October 1 to
16 during which 800,000 “nonessential” federal employees were
effectively out of work.
“When the government shutdown
hit, [business dropped off],” and
though it only lasted a little more
than two weeks, it kicked off what
Sanchez says was “the worst winter
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in 15 years … Usually the winter
slows down because it’s the off-season [but] comparing this winter to
past winters, we were down 40 percent … To be honest with you, we
really haven’t recovered from that.”
He says his sales are down 25 percent since the recession.
Absolute Perfection took a hit too.
“All [of 2013] was a tough year
in the sense that we had anticipated the same amount of growth
that we had the year before,”
which was growth of nearly 35
percent. So he hired people,
invested heavily in advertising,
and only increased sales by 12
percent. “The government shutdown … affected the whole rest of
2013,” Valway says.
Gray of D&L, however, says they
did okay. “We stayed pretty
steady even though we had probably one of the coldest winters
since the late 70s [along with] the
shutdown … do I think [sales]
would have been [stronger] if
things such as that hadn’t happened? Yes.”

Market Upturn

But now the market is picking
back up. A new breed of customers
are walking into tint shops, not nec-
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continued from page 41

Despite moving to a new location on a busier road, Tint & Detail in
Rockville, Md., has had its sales volume shrink by 25 percent since the
great recession.
42
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essarily to make their car look cooler, but to keep their skin healthy.
“Today I see more people from the
age of 30-70 getting film on their car
versus 18-30 because there is more
awareness … about putting film on
[cars in order to protect oneself
from skin cancer],” Gray says.
Sanchez agrees. “The biggest
change that I’ve seen is the older
people getting tint in order to protect their skin. [We’re] seeing more
melanoma and we’re getting more
people referred by dermatologists
for the UV protection. People are
becoming more conscious of the
fact that [cancer rates are increasing] … People want tint [because
they] want to protect their skin, not
necessarily for the look or privacy.”
Baltimore tint shops are reaching
out to the local dermatologists in
order to capitalize on this new
trend. Gray is even running ads
about the UV protection film offers
on the radio.
But besides the realm of skin
protection, Valway has targeted
another sector of the market: commercial buildings looking to save
on electricity.
“That’s coming back really strong
because we’re in the right place.
We’re working directly with these
universities on these energy initiatives to reduce operating costs …
that’s again a differentiator,” he says.
Valway has helped his commercial customers take advantage of
special
savings
offered
by
Maryland’s two largest energy
providers: Baltimore Gas and
Electric (BGE) and Pepco, both local
utility companies.
BGE will give businesses that
lower their energy costs via window
film 20 cents per kilowatt hour saved
—on top of naturally cheaper monthly bills. Pepco offers 16 cents. Tint
shops must be approved contractors
in order to offer the rebates, which
involves providing the companies
with references, proof of insurance,
and a “trade ally” meeting.
“Sure, anyone can come in and
www.windowfilmmag.com
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sell tint but they haven’t been
through the process of applying for
the rebate, they don’t know how to
put the proposal together. Half of
them can’t even put together an
energy audit. Instead of fighting over
the difference of $.25/sf on some of
these projects, we’re going after
higher margins of business and
we’re the only one on the table.”
Valway says the rebates will
cover about 40 percent of the tint
jobs he does, which will soon pay
for themselves in reduced operating expenditures.
“We did the Geico world headquarters and we got them $74,000 in
rebates. That was our game changer.
Our goal is to get in [the rebate programs] before everyone else does
because once everyone starts
smelling the money, they’re all going
to go after that money and hopefully
by then, I will have already developed my relationships.”
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Gray respectfully disagrees with
Valway. Though he agrees that commercial tinting is the fastest growing
industry in the region, he says the
rebate doesn’t “make or break [business]. If [people] wanted the product on their building, they wanted it
for a reason” and are not so concerned about rebates.

Diversification Helps

In order to get through tough
times in tinting, these dealers rely
on their diversity.
“We diversified our business
enough that if auto isn’t busy, flat
glass is. If flat glass isn’t busy, auto is
or wraps. One of those things is carrying the day … the year we added
vehicle wraps is the year we really
started to grow because it wasn’t
just this one thing that was carrying
the day, it was multiple things that
were contributing,” Valway says.

Wes Gray of D&L Professional
Window Tinting in Parkville, Md.
says business has stayed the same
since the great recession.
Diversification helps D&L stay
busy, too. “Primarily we do auto
film, but we do have a good size
residential/commercial
department and those boys are busy
WF
every day,” says Gray.
Casey Flores is the assistant editor of
WINDOW FILM Magazine. He can be reached
at cflores@glass.com.

THE SECRET IS SUCTION
Suctions when you need it.
Peels away when you don’t.

VIZIPRINT® IMPRESS
P R I N TA B L E W I N D O W F I L M

You’ll swear magic was in the mix when we created
ViziPrint® Impress. Thanks to suction technology, our crystalclear printable window film gently applies itself onto your
glass — ensuring accurate, easy installation in seconds. And toss
glue residue concerns out the window. Whenever you move and reuse
ViziPrint® Impress, your glass stays clear and your graphics stay bright.

THE VIZIPRINT® IMPRESS
DIFFERENCE
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COUNTERING
COMMON
OBJECTIONS

N

eil Brabbs (right) of ARC Window
Films, based in Wigan, Lancashire,
U.K., shares some of the more
bizarre excuses he has received from potential clients over the years as to why they
have not had window film installed. Check
out the reasons—and Brabbs’ comebacks.

“We’ve just replaced
the glazing.”

This is like saying, “I just bought a new
shirt, why would I need a jacket?” It’s simple—that
extra layer can make all the difference. Not only
can you improve the performance of the existing
glass, you can tailor it to your specific tastes and
requirements. Even the best-performing glass on
the market will improve in some way with window
film—whether it is to improve solar performance,
safety, energy performance or to add decoration.
From an installation point of view it’s an ideal
time to apply the film as the glass is clean and
undamaged—meaning the end result is much better.

“Our energy bills
aren’t that high.”

Regardless of how low or high they
are, every little bit helps. Who wouldn’t want
to save energy? Window film has been proven time
and time again to have quick paybacks for a low
up-front cost. Energy managers around the world
are utilizing the technology to reduce their bills—
effectively gaining thermal comfort benefits such
as heat and glare reduction for free. Even if reducing energy costs is not a priority, surely the comfort of employees and customers is.
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“We’ve already
got blinds.”

This is like saying, “I have a knife, why
would I need a fork?” Sure they are used together,
but they have very different uses. Blinds are great for
decoration and controlling privacy, but window film
is the hands-down winner on every other front. It
blocks the heat before it enters the room rather
than after, reduces glare and 99 percent of UV rays,
yet maintains the view through the window. Blinds
and window film make the perfect combination
when used together.

“The landlord does
that. It’s not our
responsibility.”

Regardless of who funds the investment, the
building occupants would receive the main benefits. Sure, the landlord could benefit from modernizing the appearance of the building, or reducing the ongoing running costs of the building,
thereby helping to attract future tenants, but the
reduction in heating and cooling costs and
improvements in thermal and visual comfort for
occupants would go directly to the tenant.
Regardless of who pays, everybody wins.

www.windowfilmmag.com
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“We don’t want to
lose the free heat.”

Yes, it is true that you are likely to reduce
the heat entering through windows in winter as well
as in summer, but this becomes a non-issue when
you look at the year as a whole. As a rule of thumb,
it costs three to four times as much to cool an area
as it does to heat it. By installing traditional solar
control film you increase a small cost (heating/gas)
by a small amount in winter, but reduce a large cost
(cooling/electric) by a large amount in summer. The
net benefit is more than positive. If you don’t look at
the bigger picture, that “free” heat could be costing
you much more than you think! Besides, who thinks,
“Oh I’m cold—better go stand near the window!”

“We don’t want
to sacrifice natural
light.”

You don’t need to! The only reason a window
film professional would advise that you reduce visible light is if you are having issues with glare and
wish to improve visual comfort. You need to maintain as much light as possible while keeping out as
much heat as possible. Spectrally selective window
films virtually are clear in appearance and are
designed to do just that. They are ideal for storefronts and historical buildings where maintaining
the appearance and vision through the glass in
both directions is paramount.

“We have air
conditioning so
solar gain isn’t a big
problem for us.”

Oh really?
Have you checked your electricity bills recently? Air conditioning addresses the symptoms, not
the cause of heat gain. Allowing solar gain to heat
up a room and then paying for it to be cooled
again is madness. It’s like having all the windows
open and then using the heater to heat the building. Block the heat at source with window film and
save. Simple.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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“We don’t want that
reflective look.”

Don’t have it then! Window films are
available in a vast array of colors, shades, tints,
grades and can even receive full-color prints.
Reflective films certainly have their place, but the
technology has come a long way since these
products were first released back in the 60’s. You
don’t want a reflective film? No problem. What
look would you like?

“We’ve been told
that it might crack
the glass.”

By what witchcraft? Window film doesn’t cause
glass breakage.
Glass has a natural rate of thermal stress and can
break on its own even without being touched. Installing
window film can increase this risk slightly (by say 0.01
percent), but only if there are existing flaws in the glazing system. This is because it can cause the glass to
expand a fraction more, putting pressure on any bad
workmanship around the edges of the glazing. Correct
specification will help to ensure that the risk of exposing such flaws remains very low. In reality blinds, snow,
wind and humans pose much more of a risk to glass.

“We don’t want any,
we don’t need any, we
have no money, thank
you very much.”

We all face the gatekeeper. I wonder how
many problems people face in their working environment day in, day out because they are
unaware that such a simple solution exists?
Fortunately, there are those who keep up-to-date
with technology, and are fully aware that overheated offices, faded interiors, vandalism, breakins, accidents and excessive energy expenditure
are all problems that can be alleviated with the
WF
simple installation of window film.
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“Baltimore: The Greatest City
in America,” the city’s benches read.
Well, “the greatest city in America” is about to be host the greatest tint and paint protection film installers in
the world at the 2014 International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off ™ (WFCT).
Baltimore is a city from which many noteworthy people have come. Actress Jada Pinkett Smith, Oprah
Winfrey and the late author Tom Clancy all had their starts in the city one way or another.
And in a city known for entertainers, there’s also plenty of entertainment, most notably in the Inner Harbor,
which is just a 2 minute walk from the convention center. While at the WFCT, make sure you take a walk down here
at least once. Amidst this iconic Baltimore landmark, there are countless things to do. Here are a few of them:

Top of the World

The Gallery at
Harborplace

For just $5, ride the elevator to
the Top of the World Trade
Center. It is the perfect starting
point for any visit to the city and
provides a breathtaking view of
Baltimore’s skyline, harbor and
beyond.

This indoor shopping center is
home to an Urban Outfitter,
H&M, Ripley’s Believe it or
Not! Store, and a Cheesecake
Factory.
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Camden Yards - Oriole Park, the beautiful base-

ball-only facility in downtown Baltimore, became the
official home of the Orioles on April 6, 1992.
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Just west of the
Inner Harbor, visit:

Horseshoe Baltimore - At Horseshoe Baltimore,
you will find over 2,500 of the newest slots, including
more than 150 video poker machines.

The National Aquarium

This aquarium’s living collection
includes more than 17,000 animals
from more than 750 species of fish,
birds, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals all residing in award-winning, naturalistic habitats.

Pratt Street Power Plant

This retired power plant is now home
to two restaurants, Phillip’s Seafood
and a Hard Rock Café, as well as a two
story Barnes and Nobles.

continued on page 48
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2014 Schedule at a Glance

Please note the schedule is tentative and subject to change; check www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct
for updates. All events are held at the Baltimore Convention Center unless otherwise noted.

Monday, October 6
8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Registration Open for Sponsors Only

Tuesday, October 7
1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Registration Open for Attendees and Contestants

7:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Registration Open

7:00 a.m. – 8:15 a.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Architectural Division Mandatory Contestant Meeting

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Automotive Division Mandatory Contestant Meeting

9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. International Window Film Conference and Tint-OffTM (WFCT) Educational Sessions
12:15 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. Lunch on Your Own
1:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Meet the Contestants and Awards Overview

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Keynote: Dakota Meyer (Joint Session)

3:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

WFCT Exhibition/Extravaganza

3:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Automotive Division Preliminary Heat 1

5:00 p.m. – 5:40 p.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Architectural Division Preliminary Heat 1

5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Cocktail Party on the Show Floor

Wednesday, October 8
6:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Automotive Division Preliminary Heat 2

7:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Registration Open

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

WFCT Educational Sessions

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. International Window Film Tint-OffTM Paint Protection Film Division Mandatory Contestant Meeting
2:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

WFCT Exhibition/Extravaganza

2:30 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Automotive Division Preliminary Heat 3

4:00 p.m. – 4:40 p.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Architectural Division Preliminary Heat 2

5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Silent Charity Auction on the Show Floor (final bids end at 6:45 p.m.)

5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Cocktail Party on the Show Floor

Thursday, October 9
5:50 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

International Window Film Tint-OffTM Paint Protection Film Division

7:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Registration Open

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. WFCT Educational Sessions
10:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. WFCT Exhibition/Extravaganza
10:30 a.m. – 11:25 a.m. International Window Film Tint-OffTM Automotive Division Finals
12:00 p.m. – 12:40 p.m. International Window Film Tint-OffTM Architectural Division Finals
2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Keynote: Brian Offenberger (Joint Session)

5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Gala Awards Reception and Ceremony—Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel
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Keynote Speaker

Let WINDOW FILM magazine welcome you as we kick-off
the International Window Film Conference and TintOff™ (WFCT) 2014! Hear from leaders in the window
film business on their goals for the 2014 event and
what each is currently working on for the betterment
of the industry.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7th
9:30 a.m. — 10:00 a.m.
Welcome and Overview

Come join the staff of WINDOW FILM magazine as they welcome you to the 14th annual conference and provide an
overview of the exciting three days ahead.

10:00 a.m. — 11:00 a.m.
Running a Successful Window Film Business

What does it really take to run a successful, profitable
and active window film business? Hear from the best on
what it takes in areas of personnel, training, finances,
supplier relationships and more. This interactive practical session will give hands-on tips and advice for how to
grow a successful business.
Instructor: Donna Wells, vice president of sales for
Signature Shutter.

11:00 a.m. — 11:45 a.m.
Future of the Window Film Industry

This session will discuss current and future trends and
opportunities. Challenges that the industry will be facing
will be covered as well as how they will affect each of the
segments of the industry. Our speaker will explain how
window film is synonymous with energy control and new
technologies that will affect film.
Instructor: Stephane Nicoli, general manager of
specialty films SBU for Solar Gard.

11:45 a.m. — 12:15 p.m.
Talk Show Live: Industry Roundtable

This is a time of exciting change for the window film
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday Keynote: Medal of Honor
Recipient, Dakota Meyer

Sergeant Dakota L. Meyer
is a United States Marine
Corps veteran, the recipient of the Medal of Honor
– the military’s highest
honor, and the New York
Times best-selling author
of “Into the Fire: A
Firsthand Account of the
Most Extraordinary Battle
in the Afghan War.” Meyer
earned his medal for his
actions during the Battle of
Ganjigal, which was part of
Operation
Enduring
Freedom in Afghanistan.
He is the first living Marine to have received the
medal since 1973 and one of the youngest. Humble
and soft-spoken, Meyer insists that he is not a
hero, and that any Marine would do the same
thing. He is also an entrepreneur, having founded a
successful construction company in Kentucky.
industry. Rapid growth, new products, and consolidations are all occurring at a fast rate. Join this distinguished panel of leaders in the window film industry as
they answer questions about its future and provide
insight into where they think our industry is headed. Join
us for this talk-show feel session. See who will be
onstage for this “Oprah-like” event.

12:15 p.m. — 1:30 p.m.
Lunch on Your Own

continued on page 50
WINDOW FILM
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continued from page 49

1:30 p.m. — 2:00 p.m.
Meet the Contestants and Awards Overview

Come meet the contestants of the International Window
Film Tint-OffTM Architectural and Automotive Divisions
and the inaugural Paint Protection Competition. A very
special award will also be presented.

3:00 p.m. — 7:00 p.m.
Exhibition/Extravaganza Opens

Come visit the WFCT Exhibition/Extravaganza show
floor, which will be in the Baltimore Convention
Center. The Exhibition/Extravaganza gives attendees
an opportunity to talk one-on-one with industry suppliers and manufacturers to learn about the latest
products for the entire window film industry.
Attendees will also be able to view the first heat of
the Automotive and Architectural Divisions of the
Tint-Off™. The show floor will also play host to the
Welcoming Cocktail Party from 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8th
8:00 a.m. — 9:00 a.m.
Gaining Quality Referrals

All business involves networking and studies have
shown that building your network is one of the least
expensive and most reliable ways to increase your
business by enormous dimensions. This session will
explain how to build and use a quality network to
increase sales.
Instructor: Bill Lane is the owner and principal of the
Arizona's Referral Institute. He has been training and
consulting for more than 15 years. He also helped train
new employees for service positions as the major insurance company which then grew its Arizona location
from 200 to more than 2000 people. Bill was named
BNI Arizona Member of the Year for 2012 for his leadership and referral marketing performance.
50
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9:00 a.m. — 9:45 a.m.
Adding Paint Protection to Your Auto Film Business

Paint protection has exploded as a new product and profit
center. It is especially attractive because it can be sold to
existing companies and helps extend your company’s
reach. You’ll learn how to provide these services—whether
you start small or go big—what pitfalls to avoid, and how
to take advantage of this profitable new revenue stream.
Instructors: Jamie Werner, sales manager of Premium
Shield; Becky Casey, vice president of Sharpline
Converting Inc.; and Tim Hartt, chief operating officer
for XPEL Technologies Corp.

9:00 a.m. — 9:45 a.m.
Adding Scratch Removal to
Your Architectural Film Business

Architectural glass scratch removal is green in many
ways—it’s a green environmentally-friendly process
that can put plenty of “green” in your company’s coffers. It’s an excellent add-on business that helps you
gain entry to building owners and managers and provide additional services. Plus, it’s a technology you can
use in film jobs as well. This session will explain how to
enter the scratch removal business, what’s involved,
and how to maximize profits as a film add-on.
Instructor: Brad Plumb, director of sales and business
development with GlasWeld Systems Inc.

9:45 a.m. — 10:00 a.m.
Break

10:00 a.m. — 11:00 a.m.
Recent Trends in Window Technology and How to
Convert Your Sales Team into Sales Technicians

Do you know how new technologies in the glass and
window industry could impact the window film markets? Learn how to benefit from these newer techwww.windowfilmmag.com
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nologies by ensuring proper field assessment tools are
used on new projects, proper film choices are made,
and errors are reduced. Plus, discover how to transform your sales team into sales technicians to provide
a valuable service to your clients on each and every
sales call, helping to close more sales.
Instructor: Mark Imbrock, vice president of EDTM Inc.

11:00 a.m. — 12:00 p.m.
The Glass-Film Interface—
Which Model Works for You?

Did you know that the window film and glass industry are
so closely aligned that the number one source of referrals
for tint shops, both auto and architectural, come from
glass shops? Some film companies also own glass companies, others work closely with them, and still others subcontract. You’ll learn how the glass and film business are
different, and how they are the same, from instructors
who have owned both. From this, you’ll be able to assess
which is the best model for your company.
Instructors: Laurence and Charlotte Streidel, owners of
Winners Window Tint.

12:00 p.m. — 1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break

1:00 p.m. — 2:00 p.m.
Spots and Stains and Streaks, Oh My!

Ever wonder how the glass you work on gets so disfigured—full of stains, scratches, streaks and more? This session will help you understand what causes certain glass
problems, what the ramifications for film applications are
in both architectural and automotive settings, what the
possible “fixes” are, and how deal with the unfixable.
Instructor: Paul Duffer, Ph.D., noted authority on glass
and glass cleaning who retired from PPG Industry’s
research and development department after 31 years.

2:00 p.m. — 3:00 p.m.
New Cars, New Challenges—
What’s Coming from Detroit …
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2:00 p.m. — 7:00 p.m.
Exhibition/Extravaganza Opens

Day two includes heat two of the Automotive Division and
Architectural Division Tint-Off™ competitions as well as
the Paint Protection Film (PPF) Division competition. The
show floor will also play host to the Silent Charity Auction
from 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. (final bids will be taken at 6:45
p.m.) and the Cocktail Party from 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9th
8:00 a.m. — 9:00 a.m.
Insider’s Secrets to Making
Money with Social Media

Sure, social media is all the rage and EVERYONE tells you
that you have to be on Facebook. But are you convinced
that you’re getting the maximum return on investment
from social media? Are you finding it more challenging
to improve your social media marketing effectiveness?
This “no theory, no hype” approach gives you the straight
truth about improving your ROI with social media. His
fast-paced sessions are highly informative, practical and
entertaining. If profitably growing your business is your
objective, then this is a must-attend session for you. In this
money making session you’ll discover:
• The seven most common social media marketing
mistakes to avoid.
• Proven ways to identify new sales opportunities via
social media.
• Six key metrics to monitor to improve social media ROI.
• Innovative ways to drive relevant traffic to your
website.
• Three effective processes to convert social media
followers into customers.
• Secrets smALL businesses can use to manage social
media.
continued on page 52

… and Alabama and Tokyo, the
changes not only in car design but in
automotive features—driverless cars
and collision warning systems—will
affect your business in the future.
Come see what challenges will affect
installations in the coming years and
what challenges will affect your shop
for years to come.
Instructor: Mitch Becker is director
of training for ABRA Auto Body &
Glass. He is an AGSC-certified master technician and an I-CAR certified
instructor who was named I-CAR's
North Central Regional Instructor of
the Year.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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• High impact free and
do-it-yourself tools and
resources for social media
marketing.
Instructor: Brian
continued from page 51
Offenberger, one of
America's leading marketing
and sales keynote speakers. For more
information on Offenberger see below.
9:00 a.m. — 10:00 a.m.
From Theory to Practical:
Using Social Media to Promote Your Window Film
Business

This session will take you through the basics of social
media, including, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, and
Facebook. It will explain how to use social media in
your company marketing in practice as a panel of
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actual film company owners and managers explain
how they use social media in their daily marketing,
and things to do and things to avoid in this all-encompassing session.
Moderator: Patric Fransko, chief marketing officer of
Interwest Tools and founder of the Window Film
Professionals Group on LinkedIn.

10:00 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.
Exhibition/Extravaganza and
Competition Finals

Be sure to capitalize on the final show day to network
and meet with current and potential suppliers. While
on the floor you’ll also be able to take in the
Automotive Division and Architectural Division TintOff™ finals.
continued on page 54

Keynote Speaker

Brian Offenberger Makes Money; No Bull

“Let your readers know I’m
excited to come and give them
stuff that makes them money.”
That bold statement was made
by Brian Offenberger, founder of
Right On – No Bull Marketing,
who will be keynoting Thursday
Brian Offenberger at the 2014 International
Window Film Conference on
October 9 at the Baltimore
Convention Center. Offenberger is no stranger to
speaking at international gatherings, having been
featured at events by Kodak, SEMA and on the
radio at wsradio.com
One of his sessions is called Insider’s Secrets to
Making Money with Social Media.
“It’s one thing to have all of these people follow
you on Facebook but if all they’re doing is following you on Facebook (they’re never shopping with
you or referring people to you), then what’s the
business purpose of being on Facebook or any
social media channels to begin with?” He asks.
“We’re going to discuss specific strategies and tactics that they can do that convert followers into
customers … [The tint shop owner] should be
doing things on [his] Facebook page that gives people incentive to want to shop with me or refer people to me.”
Offenberger’s second session is called “How to
Get Top Search Engine Rankings in Your Local
Market,” and focuses on one of marketing’s
52
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hottest buzz phrases: search engine optimization
(SEO).
“Buyers turn to search engines to find things, so
it’s very important for companies to be as high in
the search engine rankings as they possibly can …
they can pay for it or they can earn the right to be
on the [rankings through] search engine optimization … I’m going to show everyone in the audience
five basic steps they need to take in order to get
top rankings in [their] communities,” Offenberger
says.
“The biggest misconception tint shop owners
have is that if you make a website, the world’s
going to beat a path to their door and all of a sudden they’re going to have sales like crazy. Building
a website is like building a store,” he says, which
does no one any good unless people visit it.
While certain SEO tactics can be free,
Offenberger will also talk about hiring a specialist
and investing in a quality website.
“Too many people want to do the free five-page
website from GoDaddy or copy what their competitor has or buy a $49 template and use that and
think they’re going to make millions with it … it
takes a little bit of money to produce something
that’s going to generate results.”
Offenberger will have the educational session on
social media from 8-9:00 a.m. on Thursday, Oct. 9
and will keynote Thursday with his search engine
optimization presentation from 2-4:00 p.m. the
same day.
www.windowfilmmag.com
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Defending Their Crowns
Many of this year’s contestants have not only competed in the WFCT Tint-Off Competition, they’ve
placed in them. Here are the returning champions
looking to defend their crowns as the world’s top
automotive and architectural tinters.

Randy Humphries
Boston, Mass.
Championship:
2013 – 1st place Automotive
Division
Why compete again?
It’s just to see where I’m at.
You’ve got new guys coming in
every year and you want to see
what level you’re at.
What have you taken away from past events?
I know how the judging goes and can be more
aware of what’s going on this year. I’ll be more
relaxed.
Any advice for other tinters?
When you have a whole bunch of people watching
you, sometimes you let it get to you and it keeps you
from doing a good job. Don’t think about everything
going on around you and it’ll work out better for you.

Caleb Silkett
Overland Park, Kan.
Championships:
2013 – 3rd place Automotive
Division
2008 – 2nd place Architectural
Division
Why compete again?
I’m returning because I am
competitive by nature, so naturally I want to be World’s Greatest Tinter.
What have you taken away from past events?
In past competitions, I have seen a variety if installation techniques that will be useful to me.
Any advice for other tinters?

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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My advice to other competitors is just to take your
time and pay attention to detail.

Brian Felts
Deland, Fla.
Championship:
2011 – 2nd place Automotive
Division
Why compete again?
What inspires me to compete
again is the want to be the best. I
return every year mostly to see my
friends from past competitions.
What have you taken away from past events?
What I have taken from past competitions is 2nd
place in 2011 .
Any advice for other tinters?
The best advice I can give the other competitors is
slow down and do what you do every day.
Hann Kim
Los Angeles, Calif.
Championships:
2013 - 2nd place Architectural
Division
2012 - 1st place Architectural
Division
Why compete again?
My Inspiration to compete again
is my passion for the industry and
the desire to put out the best installations.
What have you taken away from past events?
What I took away from past competitions is that
there is more than one way to get the job done correctly and the level of the competitors are getting
stronger every year.
Any advice for other tinters?
My advice for others is don’t worry about what
everybody else is doing, just focus on what you need
to do to get the job done. There will be enough distractions when you get there.
WINDOW FILM
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Bloodthirsty
After competing at last
year’s International Window
Film Tint-Off™ in Tampa for
the first time, these contestants are coming back
for more. Here’s why they’re returning, what
they’ve learned since and what they’ll do differently this time.

continued from page 53

Aaron Darling
What made you want to return
to the competition?
I’m returning because I want to
prove to everybody that I’m number one in the world.
What did you learn last year?
I don’t think I really learned
anything but I made a major mistake, I left a razor blade in the car.
I’m not going to do that again.
Will you try anything different this year?
No, I believe that my installation was where it
needed in order to advance to the finals but didn’t
because of the razor blade.

Lucas Gonzalez
What made you want to return
to the competition?
I want to return because I want
to try to win. I came in fourth
place last year so I technically didn’t place.
What did you learn last year?
From last year’s competition, I
learned a lot – it was my first year
competing. I’m more prepared and understand how
the competition works this time.
Will you try anything different this year?
I have a couple new techniques that I’ve learned
over the past year that I’m going to apply to the
competition.
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Corey Moore
What made you want to return
to the competition?
I’m returning because I like
the atmosphere and being able
to compete against other tinters
from around the world.
What did you learn last year?
Last year, I learned about new
products and techniques from
other tinters as well as from the seminars and manufacturers. I have since used many of the techniques in my day to day tinting.
Will you try anything different this year?
This year, I plan on tinting the way I normally do
but may focus more on certain aspects of the
judging.

Byeong-Yeol Park
What made you want to return
to the competition?
My first goal this year is to be
qualified at the preliminary contest and, of course, my final goal
is to be the champion of automotive division this year. I was
able to learn a lot of things from
the failure of last year and it
won’t be repeated.
What did you learn last year?
The most difficult thing that I had experienced
during the competition last year was the language
barrier. I had a hard time understanding all the
rules, regulations and announcements of the TintOff competition as a foreign contestant.
I also realized that I should speed up installing
the film during the competition.
Will you try anything different this year?
No, but one thing I hope for is to have a small rolling
chair and a table that I can use during installation. WF
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A Directory of Industry Suppliers

DISTRIBUTORS

Architectural Film

Automotive Film
FILMS

FILMS

Aegis Films
3135 Medlock Bridge Rd.
Norcross, GA 30071
770/417-1281
fax: 770/417-1381
www.aegisfilms.com

Distributor
Filmstar Distribution
4450 West 12th St.
Houston, TX 77055
713/956-1165
fax: 713/956-1014
www.filmstardistribution.com

Geoshield Window Film
8000 GSRI Ave., Bldg. 3000
Baton Rouge, LA 70820
800/234-6133
fax: 225/578-3975
www.geoshieldusa.com
SAGR Products Int'l
1785 Biglerville Rd.
Gettysburg, PA 17325
800/223-4385
fax: 717/334-6483
sales@sagrproducts.com
Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478
fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com

Sun-Gard Window Films
2630 Fairfield Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
888/887-2022
www.sun-gard.com
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Aegis Films
3135 Medlock Bridge Rd.
Norcross, GA 30071
770/417-1281; fax: 770/417-1381
www.aegisfilms.com
Apollo Window Film
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. #214
Dallas, TX 75229
800/373-1222; fax: 214/351-2022
www.apollowindowfilm.com
info@apollowindowfilm.com
Huper Optik International Pte Ltd
9 North Buona Vista Drive #05-01
The Metropolis Tower 1
Singapore 138588
(65) 6831 3100; fax: (65) 6734 9231
SAGR Products Int'l
1785 Biglerville Rd.
Gettysburg, PA 17325
800/223-4385; fax: 717/334-6483
sales@sagrproducts.com
Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478; fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com

Sun-Gard Window Films
888/887-2022
www.sun-gard.com

Security Film

HanitaTek Window Films
4010 La Reunion Pky., Ste. 100
Dallas, TX 75212
800/660-5559; fax: 214/351-5835
www.hanitatek.com
Madico Window Film
888/887-2022
www.madico.com
Solar Film
HanitaTek Window Films
4010 La Reunion Pky., Ste. 100
Dallas, TX 75212
800/660-5559; fax: 214/351-5835
www.hanitatek.com

FILM INSTALLATION SERVICES
U.S. Film Crew
Pittsburgh, PA
877/946-3693; fax: 412/798-0900
glenn@usfilmcrew.com
www.usfilmcrew.com

MANUFACTURERS
Architectural Film

FILMS

Aegis Films
3135 Medlock Bridge Rd.
Norcross, GA 30071
770/417-1281
fax: 770/417-1381
www.aegisfilms.com

Commercial Film

Apollo Window Film
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. #214
Dallas, TX 75229
800/373-1222; fax: 214/351-2022
www.apollowindowfilm.com
info@apollowindowfilm.com
Decorative Film

Solar Graphics Inc.
12167 49th St., Unit 100
Clearwater, FL 33762
800/869-8468; fax: 727/321-6004
www.coloredfilms.com

Johnson Window Films Inc.
20925 Bonita Street
Carson, CA 90746
310/631-6672; 800/448-8468
fax: 310/631-6628
info@johnsonwindowfilms.com
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Madico Window Film
2630 Fairfield Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727/327-2544
sales@madico.com
www.madico.com
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To place your listing(s) in the Supplier’s Guide, please contact
Tina Czar at 540/602-3261, or email tczar@glass.com

Deadline for November/December WINDOW FILM
Supplier’s Guide is October 3, 2014.

Eastman Chemical Company
575 Maryville Centre Dr.
St Louis, MO 63141
314/674-1000
800/255-8627
fax: 314/674-1950
www.eastman.com

Johnson Window Films Inc.
20925 Bonita Street
Carson, CA 90746
310/631-6672; 800/448-8468
fax: 310/631-6628
info@johnsonwindowfilms.com
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478
fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com

Madico Window Film
727/327-2544
sales@madico.com
www.madico.com

SunTek®/Commonwealth
Laminating & Coating, Inc.
345 Beaver Creek Dr.
Martinsville, VA 24112
276/632-4991
fax: 276/632-0173
www.suntekfilms.com

Maxpro Manufacturing, LLC
31 Industrial Boulevard, South
Whiteville, NC 28472
910/640-5055: fax: 910/640-5519
www.maxprofilms.com
Sales@maxprofilms.com

Automotive Film
3M™ Window Film – Sales Support
3M Center, 0235-02-S-27
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
866/449-8857
www.3m.com/windowfilm

FILMS

Aegis Films
3135 Medlock Bridge Rd.
Norcross, GA 30071
770/417-1281
fax: 770/417-1381
www.aegisfilms.com

Eastman Chemical Company
575 Maryville Centre Dr.
St Louis, MO 63141
314/674-1000
800/255-8627
fax: 314/674-1950
www.eastman.com
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Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478; fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com
Roller Shades
Midwest Marketing
2000 E. War Memorial
Peoria, IL 61614
800/638-4332
fax: 309/688-8894
jim@midwestmarketinginc.com
Security Film

Eastman Chemical Company
575 Maryville Centre Dr.
St Louis, MO 63141
314/674-1000; 800/255-8627
Fax: 314/674-1950
www.eastman.com
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Johnson Window Films Inc.
20925 Bonita Street
Carson, CA 90746
310/631-6672; 800/448-8468
fax: 310/631-6628
info@johnsonwindowfilms.com
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Madico Window Film
727/327-2544
sales@madico.com
www.madico.com

Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478; fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com

SECURITY PRODUCTS
Attachment Systems

FilmFastener LLC featuring BondKap™
8206 Copeland Rd.
Odessa, FL 33556
813/926-8721; fax: 813/920-8662
www.FilmFastener.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

44Tools.com
7640 Commerce Pl.
Plain City, OH 43064
866/448-6657 or 614/873-4800
fax: 614/873-4899
info@44tools.com
www.44tools.com
Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478; fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com
Training School

Solar Gard Window Films
4540 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
877/345-9478; fax: 858/514-4231
www.solargard.com
Windowtinting.com
800/580-7953
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❘ by Jason Yard

Want to Display Some Creativity?

ompetition for attention in
retail is a long-standing
challenge. Brand designers
regularly enhance packaging in an
attempt to catch the consumer’s
eye. Retail marketers place featured items in freestanding displays throughout the store. But
what about engaging the consumer
before they enter the store? Many
retailers are finding success in turning to displays using window films
that attract consumers as they
pass by. For film installers, it is
important to understand how these
products work so they can clearly
articulate the benefits to retailers.
One option is the use of a rear
projector and pressure-sensitive
specialty film that can be applied to
glass or clear acrylic panels to create an illusion of floating images on
the glass. Companies that have
used these interactive display films
have found success in attaining and
retaining the attention of customers
or trade show booth visitors.
Abbie Nicholson is an account
executive
at
Communication
Exhibits Inc., a business service that
designs, engineers and prints graphics for companies who have exhibits
at trade shows. These displays
attract people to her clients’ booths.
“For us they’ve been very effective. [The film] allows us to project [images onto it and] to draw
attention to a client’s booth,”
Nicholson says.
For their signature display,
Communication Exhibits will use
the film to set up what they call “virtual presenters,” which involves
cutting out a silhouette of a person,
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printing out the bottom half (waist
down) and filming the top half and
projecting the image onto the film.
“It looks like someone is actually
standing there talking to you … but
it’s projected on this window film
… they think it’s a real person for a
few seconds,” says Nicholson.
“It draws a lot of people in. When
they see that, they want to see
what it’s all about,” says Mark
Emigh, graphic services manager
for the company.
Mike Greathouse, graphic profor
Communication
duction
Exhibits says installation of these
films is simple.
“We do it in-house. We just
apply the vinyl [onto Plexiglas]
and match it up to the projection,” he says.
The film is wet-applied and
requires application fluid, a soft
squeegee, a lint-free cloth, and a
knife for trimming. It can be
cleaned using off-the-shelf
glass cleaner, which should be
applied to a cloth, not the film.
MACtac is a company that
manufactures
such
films.
Company officials recommend a
permanent solvent acrylic adhesive with high cohesive strength
with the films to provide long-term
durability. When properly applied
and maintained, the film can last
up to five years outdoors.
It is important to understand
how specialty interactive display
films work in order to install
them. Light is rear-projected on
the film, which displays the
images externally. In order to project indoors, the projector must

have a minimum of 2,000 lumens,
while a minimum of 6,000 lumens is
recommended for outdoor displays
such as storefronts. If these guidelines are followed, the result is a
clear picture and a wide-viewing
WF
angle of up to 100 degrees.
Jason Yard is the marketing manager for
MACtac Distributor Products.

One of Communication
Exhibits’ ‘Virtual
Presenters.’

Photo: Communication Exhibits
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Industry Events

AUTOMOTIVE FILM EVENTS

September 22-24, 2014
2014 SGIA Expo
Sponsored by the Specialty Graphics
Imaging Association
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Contact: www.sgia.org
September 22-25, 2014
NFRC Fall Membership Meeting
Sponsored by the National
Fenestration Rating Council
Delta Victoria Hotel
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Contact: www.nfrc.org

October 7-9, 2014
2014 International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Sponsored by WINDOW FILM magazine
Baltimore Marriott Camden Yards and
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor at
Camden Yards
Baltimore, Md.
Contact:
www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct
Page

Company

November 4-7, 2014
2014 SEMA Show
Sponsored by the Specialty Equipment
Marketing Association
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Contact: www.semashow.com
ARCHITECTURAL FILM EVENTS

October 7-9, 2014
2014 International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Sponsored by WINDOW FILM magazine
Baltimore Marriott Camden Yards and
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor at
Camden Yards
Baltimore, Md.
Contact:
www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct

September 22-24, 2014
2014 SGIA Expo
Sponsored by the Specialty Graphics
Imaging Association
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Contact: www.sgia.org

October 22-24, 2014
Greenbuild Expo
Organized by the
U.S. Green Building Council
New Orleans Convention Center
New Orleans
Contact: www.greenbuildexpo.org WF

September 22-25, 2014
NFRC Fall Membership Meeting
Sponsored by the National
Fenestration Rating Council
Delta Victoria Hotel
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Contact: www.nfrc.org

Have an event you’d like
listed in the next issue?
Send your events to
the editor: Casey Flores
at cflores@glass.com.
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3
3M
866/499-8857
651/733-5502
www.3M.com
21 A&W Distributors
800/373-1222
214/351-2022
www.apollowindowfilm.com
30-31 Aegis Films
800/438-8468
770/417-1381
www.aegisfilms.com
16-17 Commonwealth Laminating & Coating
888/321-5111
276/632-0173
www.suntekfilms.com
25 CorrectSpec
877/773-2004
Not Available
www.correctspec.com
43 Drytec Corp.
800/280-6013
Not Available
www.drytac.com
13 Eastman Chemical Co.
423/229-2000
314/674-1950
www.eastman.com
C4 HanitaTek Window Films
800/660-5559
262/754-3776
www.hanitatek.com
C3 Int’l Window Film Conference & Tint-Off™ 540/720-5584
540/720-5687
www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct
55 Interwest Distribution Co. Inc.
800/232-8468
303/777-3472
www.interwesttools.com
C2 Johnson Window Films
800/448-8468
310/631-6672
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com
22-23 Madico
888/887-2022
888/553-8468
www.madico.com
1
Maxpro Manufacturing LLC
877/573-3456
Not Available
www.maxprofilms.com
8-9 Nexfil USA
310/516-8986
310/538-1137
www.nexfilusa.com
5
Scorpion Window Film
800/483-9087
765/653-7175
www.scorpionwindowfilm.com
27 SEMA Show 2014
909/978-6720
Not Available
www.semashow.com/wfw
11 Solar Gard
877/273-4364
858/514-4231
www.solargard.com
7
U.S. Film Crew
877/946-3693
412/798-0900
www.usfilmcrew.com
26 VEGO Inc.
949/548-3204
949/548-9757
www.vegooverlays.com
15 Wintech Window Films
888/983-3356
714/522-1448
www.wintechusa.com
For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.windowfilmmag.com.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2014
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❘ Edited by Casey Flores

It’s Always Sunny in North Carolina

F

Matt Adams, Adams Window Tinting, New Bern, NC

rom the age of 16, tinting windows has given Matt Adams
reason to rise when the sun
comes up.
By the age of 22, he started his
own business, Adams Window
Tinting, which is still running
strong 13 years after opening.
“I tinted houses for probably
about eight years and then I moved
from North Carolina to Alabama
and I learned how to do automotive
tinting at another tint shop [there].
Then I moved back to North
Carolina and I opened my own
shop and I’ve been in business for
about 13 years now,” Adams says.
The transition from simple
employment to entrepreneurship
seemed like the natural path for
Adams.
“When I first started tinting a lot
of automotive, I started off doing a
lot of friends’ cars and my work got
better and better and I got to the
point where I could pretty much

tint any car that came in so I slowly built a clientele over the years to
the point where I got busy enough
to open my own shop.”
Adams says the tinting industry
does not reflect the nation’s questionable economic state. In fact, he’s
seen the industry grow. When he
first opened his business, there was
only one other tint shop in the area.
“Now there are five to six tint
shops in each town, sometimes
more,” he says.
But business remains steady.
“There’s no depression in the window tinting business in North
Carolina … As long as the sun’s shining we’re always going to stay busy.”
Adams explains that sticking with
window tinting has allowed him to
live the way he’s always wanted to
live — with a nice house and provision for his family. He now has
trained employees installing film
and hopes to spend more time at
home. But in true entrepreneurial

Matt Adams (left) among the winners of the 2013 International Window
Film Tint-Off™ in which he placed 3rd in the architectural division.
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fashion, that has not
been the case.
“I work six days a week anyway. I
need a vacation,” he says.
Last year, Adams competed in the
architectural division of the Tint-Off
at the International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off (WFCT) in
Tampa and came away with a
bronze medal.
And that third place medal has
been good for business.
“When I do estimates now for my
houses, I tell people that I got third
place in the international architectural tinting competition. A lot of
times they like to go with me
because they know they’re going
to get a good installation. That
kind of helps you out when you do
your estimates for future jobs.”
This year, the window tinting
veteran of 22 years has his eyes set
on the gold at WFCT, to be held
Oct. 7-9 in Baltimore. (At press
time he was on the wait list.)
“I learned a little bit [last year].
When you’re at a Tint-Off, you
have a certain amount of [time]
that you have to have the windows done in and I got done in
probably half the amount of
time… I thought if I had a good
window and finished first then
that would better my chances of
becoming first … I learned that it’s
more quality instead of time.”
He hopes to be competing in
both the automotive and architectural contests. If he wins, he plans
on buying a tint-tech plotter to
WF
help expand his business.
www.windowfilmmag.com
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“Baltimore Will Charm You!”
October 7-9, 2014
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor at Camden Yards
Baltimore, Maryland

Join WINDOW FILM magazine as the International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™ returns to the east coast to take over
Baltimore! Auto Glass Week™ will once again be co-located
with the International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™.
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FREE
TRADE SHOW

Visit www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct or call 540/720-5584 to learn more.
October 7-9, 2014

Baltimore Convention Center

Baltimore Marriott
Inner Harbor at Camden Yards
Free Trade Show Admission Compliments of:

ADMISSION
SHOW HOURS:

Passes NOT VALID for anyone under 18 years of age.

Tue: 3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Wed: 2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Thu: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
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See us at the 2014 International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™
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